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PREFACE 

"For foxms of government, let foolS contest: 

whatever is best adminiStered 1B best" 

- Alexander Pope. 

A meaningful national. debate on the iSsue of systemic change bas 

been raging in the country since mid 70•s. A ruling party engineered 

debate has started to which many Constitutional and Political 9XI>erts 

have joined the issue. Irrespective of the motive of the inSpirer 

of the deba-te it h8.B given an opportunity to evaluate ourselves and 

think for bright future. 

The idea of switch over of~· the systEm poses sane questions 1 

Does the President:ial fo:nn reSpond bett~ to the political, adminiS

trative and other issues before the eta te? It thiS 1B so, why sm'Uld 

the Nation not exEtnine the merits of a different system rather t:ts.n 

the present cabinet systEm in the Constituent Assanbly? Is the 

Cabinet systEm less danooratit: or conversely is the Presidential. 

systan more representative and reeponsive? Are there overwhelming 

advantages in one systan against the other? Also in the present 

Indian context does the federal polity get better attended by the 

President:ial tbl.n the Cabinet systan? 

These related questions are the subject of this study. First 

chapter attanpts to locate the key difference between the l>arl~en

t&17 and the Presidential s,s-tem at the theo-retical and conceptUil 
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level.. It aJ.so focuses upon the major tenets of the 1rttm:med1Ate 

levels of government with a subsequent eJ.aboration on the concept 
,;I.! 

ot "Political stability• in pluralistic democratic societies': 

The IInd Chapter spells out the reasons as to why in the 

Constituent Assembly the founding fathers have opted for the parlia

mentary systs. It deals with the nature of executive, the relation

ship between President and the Prime :Minister and the powers of the 

President viS-e.-ria the Prime MiniSter and seeks to analyze them~· 

Chapter IIIrd dealS with the analySis of the political context 

proceeding the year of emergency and attanpta to focus on the apecific 

question of constitutional change during tbe EmeTgency': 

Cbapter IV attanpts to examine the contrasting view points to 

have a deeper understanding of the different alternatives thrown in 

the debate. It also dealS with proposal for the National goverment 

to suit the uncertain and unstable political. climate of tbe country 

in the recent time~' 

In the concluding chapter a summary observation of the finding 

of the previous chaptere iS attempted and a case for the revitalization 

of the existing parliamentary system i.e put forth. 



CHAPTER I 

PARLI.i\MEl.lTARY Vs PRESII:ENTIAL FORMS OF GOVERNMENl': 

THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL ISSUES 



out of endless conjunctures and under changing circumstances, 

specific system of government emerged and found historical 

embodiment. Sometii!Y2s these systems stabilised themselves for 

a spell but always they were subject to new forces and underwent 

transformation. N::> specific form of government endures. In the 

words of Austin Ranney, "Every political system operates in an 

environment and certain characteristics of its particular enviro-

nment contribute materially towards determining both its form of 

government and its policy outputs" • 1 This observation bears truth 

as the diffexent countries have adopted different forms of 

government. 

There has been no unanimity as to the classification of 

form of government. Many people have classified the government 

either as derrocracy, oligarchy, dictat:orship or rronarchy. It is 

notable that derrocracy is preferred over other forms of government 

as in it decisions are ultimately controlled by all the adult 

members of the society rather than by some specially privileged 

sub-group or one all po"';erful member. In forcible terminology 

of Abraham Lincoln, "derrocracy is a government of the people for 

the people and by the people", or '-.•hat Daniel Webster arryued, 

"the peoples • government made for the people made by the people 

and answerable to the people".2 such complete responsiveness 

1 Austin Ranney, '!he Cl:>verning of Men, Hind sale z 
The Dryden Press, 1975, p.288. 

2 Quoted in Anirudh Prasad, Presidential Government 
or Parliamen~ DenDcracy := 9!w Delhi: Deep a.nd De~ 
Publlcatl0ns;9"-s1, p.14. 
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in government has never e:xis,;ted and may never be achieved, but 

it can serve as an ideal to which denocratic regimes should 

aspire. It can also be rega.x:ded as the end of a scale Gm which 

the degree of derrocratic responsiveness of different regimes may 

be measured. But the actual operation of deroocracies approximate 

the ideal relatively closely and that Robert Dahl calls these 

regimes as "Polyarchies~ 3 In the words of Sarto:! "A democratic 

political system is one that makes government responsive and 

accountable arrl its effectiveness depends first and forerrost on 

the efficiency and skill of its leadership.4 

The literal meaning of derrocracy - government by the people

is usually a representative deroocracy: government by the freely 

elected representatives of the people. 

Representative dem:>cracy may function either through 

Parliamentary executive or Presidential executive - a kind of 

arrangement in whidl the difference is based on the principles 

governing the relations between the executive and legislative 

branches of government. The former is traditional! y associated 

with the government of Great Britain while the united States 

of America offers the classic exarct>le of the latter. 

3 Robert A. Dahl, E_olYarchy: Participation and 
Opposition, ~l:!w Haven: Yale university 
Press, 1971. 

4 G. Sarato~l, "Democracy" in International 
F.ncyclopaedia of .Social Sciences, vol.4, 
pp.112-20-
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A 

PARLIJV·lEUTARY Vs PRESIDENTIAL GOVERNHEl.'T : Strenaths ------- -----·-·---·-...-·-·---------·-- -· ---·- ·----·· --·-·-----·-··------~ 
- k 5 and. Wea nesses 

Parliamentary government can be concisely defined as 

"the form of constitutional derrncracy in which executive authority 

is responsible to legislative authority11
• 

6 The b!O crucially 

imoortant characteristics of parliamentary government which 

4..1etinguish it from Presidential Government can be discernErl 

from the above definition. First, in a Parliamenta~/ system, 

the real executive and his or her cabinet are responsil::•le to 

and renovable by the legislature. Under the PresidPntial system 

the real executive is non-parliamentary or fixed in the sense 

that it is not subject to rerroval b" Parliamentarv action. Thus, 

broadly speaking, cabinet government is founded on a fusion of 

executive and legislative po·vers, and Presidential Cbvernment 

on a separation of these powers. 

The second difference bet ... ,een Presidential and Parliamentary 

Governr,,ents is that Preo.idents are popularly elected either 

directly or via an electoral college, and that Prime Ministers 

are selected by the legislatures. The process of selection may 

take a variety of forms. For instance, the West German Chancellor 

and the Japanese Prime Minister are formally elected by the 

5 Parl iam2ntarv Government is also ~<pressed as 
"Ministerial", 11 Cabinet" and "Responsible" C':JOvernment. 

6 LE>on D. Enntein, "Parliamentary Government", in David L. 
Sills, ed:, International Encyclooedia of Social Sciences, 
~Ev: York: Hacmillan, ~.968, vol.II, p.419. 
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7 Bundestage and the Japanese House of Representatives respectively. 

Il:>uglas Verney has argued that in addition to the two 

crucial differences between Parliamentary and ·Presidential systems 

discussed above, there are several other differences. 8 

1. 'Ihe concept of fusion of power suggests not only 

that the executive is dependent on .the legislatures 

confidence but also that the same persons are or 

may be members of l::oth Parliament and the cabinet. 

Similarly, separation of powers, as in the u.s., 
means the independence of the executive and the 

legislative branches as 'lrlell as the rule that the 

same person can not simultaneously serve in both. 

M::>st of the democracies classified as Parliamentary 

or Presidential interms of the two crucial character

istics also fit this additional cri te.ron ·, but there 

are exceptions. In the United States and France -

and also in Switzerland9legislaturs can not be 

members of the executive. 

2. A logical corollary of the legislature's power to 

dismis<> the cabinet .J.n a Parliamentary system is 

the Prime Minister's right to dissolve parliament 

and call n~·· ·elections. In a Presidential system, 

similarly, the inability of the legislature to 

dismiss the President ie matched by the President 1 s 

inabilib,' to di.ssove the legislature. 

7 Arend Lijphart., Democracies• Patterns of Majoritarian 
and Consensus Government ln '1\.Jenty-one O:>untries, 
~ew Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1984, p.68. 

8 see Douglas v. Verney, 'lhe Analysis of Political Systems, 
London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1959, pp.17-56; 
1-erbert H. Levine, Political Issues Debated: An Intrcdu

d:ion to Politics: ~w Jerseys Prentice Hall, Iric,1987, 
pp.2l9-239. 

9 Arend Lij !hart, op.cit., p. 71. 
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3· All Parliamentary Governments have divided eyecutives: 

a symbolic and ceremonial head of state (a monarch 

or President) who has little power, and a Prime Minister 

who is the head of the government and exercises most 

executive power. lh Presidential system, the President 

is simultaneously the head of the state and the head 

of the government. 

4. The final difference betv1een the Parliamentary and the 

Presidential systems that is frequently mentioned is 

that the President is the sol~ executive whereas the 

Prime Ydnister and the cabinet form a collective 

executive body. This characterization fits the existing 

form of governments \orell, although, in the Parliamentary 

systems, the position of the Prime :t-"...inister in the 

cabinet varies bet\o•een one of preeminence and one of virtual 

equality ,..,fth the other ministers. It is not necessarily 

true, hopever, that executive pol-rer in the Presidential 

systems has to be concentrated in one person, and that 

the cabinet has to consist of the President's anpointees 

and .sUbordinates. The seven member Swiss Presidential 

executive can be a perfect example. 

a) Strengths of Parliamentary Svstem : 

The scholc:trly discussion of the relative strengths and 

\-u~aknesses of Parliamentary and Presidential governments has 

concentrated on a numbPr of factors. They are :-

Firstly, an intimate relationship be'b1een the executive 

and the legi~lative branches of g:>vornment is the essence of 

thP. Parliamentary system. Hence, Pagehot described the cabinet 
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in Great Britain as "a hyphen that joins, a buckle that fastens_ , 

the executive and legislative departments together" 1 Qlf: secures~ 

to quote Laski "an essential co-ordination between bodies whose 

creative int'erplay is the oandition of effective :goverrurent",.11 

As the parliamentary leaders are also the heads of the executive, 

this hannonious co-operation be'b.•een l·egislature and executive 

ensures efficiency. M:>dern legislatures have to deal with a mass 

of statutes. Without some sort of leadership, therefore, every-

thing would be in a mess. The cabinet system provides such 

leadership. As Laski writes, "the Executbe as a comnittee of 

the legislature has an oppurtunity to drive a stream of tendency 

h h ff . " 12 
t roug a a1.rs • The following figure may clarify the poS-ition:-

fia-1: 
Parliamentary Executive System 

VI 1 
Executive Power Legislative Power Judicial Po\orer 

Executive Parliament 
! l 

read of the state Head of Govern-
~ ~ 

Government Assembly 
(crown/President) ment{Prime Minister) 

Indirect Relationship Between the Government 
and Electorate : 

Governrrent 

l i 
Assembly 

~lectlrate 
Sources IX:>uglc.s v. Verney - The Analysis of Political 

~stems {1959), p.38:;- ------·· 

10 See Walter Bagehot., The English O:>nstitution, London: 
Oxford university Press, 1968, Ch.II,pp.63-66. 

11 H..J .. Laski, A Grammar of Politics, london: Allen & tJnwin, 
1%0, p.·2-g9. 

12 Ibid_, p.299. 
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Secondly, a great merit of the cabinet system is that 

it makes the executive responsible. Under this system the 

legislature keeps an eye on the cabinet, and in cas-e the 

legislature loses confidence in the cabinet, the latter may be 

turned out of office. Besides this system ensures the respon

sibility of the cabinet to the electorate. As Bryce observed, 

"Peing in constant contact "to.dth members of the opposition party 

as well as in still closer contact with those of their own 

they have oppurtunities of feeling the pulse of the assembly and 

through it "the pulse of public opinion". 13
Th us, in case of 

deadlock between the cabinet and the legislature, the former 

may dissolve the latter and appeal directly to the people. The 

cabinet's right to dissolve the legislature makes it cl~ar that 

it is ultimately responsible to the electorate. 

Thirdly, another merit claimed for the parliamentary system 

is its flexibility and elasticivJ. Bag~hot highly eulogised 

this aspect and nointed out that people can under this system 

o£government, "choose a ruler for the occasion" who may be especi<:~lly 

qualified to ~uccessfully pilot the ship of the state throuqh 

national crisis. Since the cabinet ~;stem do~s not involve a 

fixed tenure of the executive it makes room for the choice of 

.suitable leaders in rroments of crisis. Under the Arrerican system, 

on the otherhand, the President enjoys fixed tenure. "There is" 

14 James Bryce, 1-bdern terrocracies, vol. II, 
Londons Macmillan, 1929, p.464. 
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as Bagehot rertB.rked, 11 no elastic element; everything is rigid, 

specified, stated. Cbme what may, you quicken nothing and can 

retard nothing. You have bespoken your government in advance 

and whether it suits you or not, whether it works well or .._."'rks 

ill, Hhether it is what you \-rant or not, by lci"~>r you must keep 

it" .14 Voicing a similar criticism, Linz says_ that replacing a 

President v~o has lost the confidence of his party or the people 

is an eytremely difficult nropositionand a stubl:orn incumbent 

may remain in office even when polaris.ation had intensified to 

the point of violence and illegality. 15 

Fourthly, Parliamentary system can claim a high educative 

value. It can not function without well organised political 

parties. "The purpose of the party is parliament", says 1tl. Ivor 
II 

Jennings, is to support the government in carrying out the party 

policy; or, if the party is in opposition, criticise the government 

in so far as it fails to carry out the policy of t.he party in 

opposition.16 The object of every political narty is to win 

elections and to capture government. To win elections means 

that the party should be in a position to secure the majority of 

vr)tes and the electorate ~hould annrove its programme. But, if 

the verdict of the peon1e had not been obtained by tho. narty in 

14 ~e Halter :_asehot, Op.cit., Cha'""~ter 2, Spction 9. 

15 Juan, J. Linz, The PP.rils of Presidentiatism, 
__ Journal of Denncrc:tcv, vol.l, no.1-4, 1990, p.6t.. 

16 VT. Ivor Jennings, The British Constitution, Cambridge: 
CamJJridge University PrPBs, 1971, p.Sl. 
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po"rer, the legislature may be dissolvaland an appeal made to 

the electorate. In the ~uthentic form of Parliarnentarv 

government dissolution is the deln:)cratic fulcrum of the entire 

process of adjusting power conflicts by_ making the electorate 

the ultimate policy determining factor. l<oreover, by-elections, 

which are so freauent during the life of parliament, serve as 

a barometer of public opinion and the goverrurent. All this 

democratic process has immense educative value. It makes the 

people politically conScious of their rights and responsibilities, 

anc vigilance is the true price of dem:>cracy. 

Fifthly, :9arliamentary system has succeeded in democratizing 

governmental machinery in all civilized countries, particularly 

v1here exists the institutions of hereditary rronarchy. If. Britain 

is called the citadel of democracy, it i~ because the constitu-

tional machinery co.nd the king does not actively govern. He re-igns 

but does not rule. The latter L~ the function of his re~p~nsible 

Ministers. In explaining this, aspect, Brvce says, "As the actual 

working executive has necessarily a party character it is a merit 

of this systems that the National Executive, be he king or 

pre..s ident, should be outs ide party, and represent that nermanen t 

machinery of administration which goes on steadily irrespective 

of party chu.nges •••• whenacabinet fails, the transfer of power 

to another is a comparatively short and simple affair"
1 7 

17 James Bryce, Op.cit.,pp. 511-12. 
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Lastly, the cabinet system affords the executive an initi-

ative in legislation and the continuous presence of the executive 

inside the legislature enables the former to be thoroughly conver-

sant with the work it has to perform. As Laski observes, "The 

average American President represents, at the best, a leap in 

the dark; his average cabinet rarely represents anything at all. 

But the average rrember of an English cabinet has been tried and 

tested over a long period in the public vi~·. He has the "feel" 

of his to.sk l::mg before he comes to that ta.sk". \ 8 

b) ':··Teaknes~es of Parliamentary ,s.rstem: 

The parliamentary system as its critics point out, violates 

the sacred principle of separation of powers by establishing 

intimate conto.ct between the executive and the legislature. 

Combination of executive and legislative functions in the same 

set of individuals leads to tyranny. Sidgwick, vJhile admitting 

the undeniable gain of harmony between these two chief organs of 

government, maintains that it is "to be purchased by serious 

drawbacks". 19 Indeed, nothing has been rrore fatal to parliamentary 

influence than principle of fusion of pov1ers. OJnfining the 

selection of ministers to parliament drastically restricts the 

pool of talent available to government. It substitutes an irre-

levant standard - ability in poliCY' and administration - as the 

prereauisite for apnointment. 20 

lR H.J. Laski, Op.cit., D-300. 

19 H.3idqv·ick, Elerrents of Politics, london: Macmillan, 
1951, p.444.-

20 Quoted in Arthur, Jr.,Sehe.lesinger, '*P,Q.rli-3.mentary 
Grwer~nent", Th~:' Ne ... • Reoul.ilic, Aug•..1st 31, 1974, p .15. 
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Secondly, it is alleged th~t since political homogeneity 

is a characteristic of the cabinet, the control of affairs by 

men belonging to a single party lends of a partisan complexion 

to administration. 

Thirdly, the cabinet system of government is supposed to 

be the breedin:J qmunil of nasty party conflicts. As Bryce olll::;erved 

it "intensities the spirit of party and keeps it always on the 

boil. Even if there are no iJt!:>ortant issues of policy before 

the nation theie are always the offices to be fought for. One 

party holds them,. the other desires them, and the conflict is 

unending - "It is like the incessant battle described as going 

on in the blood vessels between the red corpuscles and the invading 

• b n 21 m1.cro es • 

Fourthly, it is pointed out that the cabinet t"rpe of eyecutive 

can hardly adont and implement a long term plan for development. 

As the executive has no fixed term and lives instead at the rrercy 

of the legislature, it does not venture to embark upon any durable 

projects. 

Fifthly, the charge of •cabinet dictatorship• has been 

levelled against this system. It is alleged that a small body 

of men with the backing of a solid majority in the legislature 

21 James Bryce, fudern Derrocracies, 
vo 1 • I I, U:> rxl'O'i'i':r:ra em i! I an I '!9"'~~ I 

PP• 466-68. 
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care little for the will of the legislators and the wishe~~ of 

the electorate. In its essence says Lowell, it is "an informal 

but permanent cau:::us of the parliamentary chiefs of th-e party 

in power". 22 M:>reover, the firm control of the cabinet over the 

legislature enables the former to pass a law of its own choice 

and obstruct the passage of a measures which it does not like. 

Public opinion has no oppurtunity or power to bring its effective 

pressure to bear on legislation. "Thus it is sornetirres charged 

that Great Britain practises a form of 'plebiscitary democracy• 

in l>-rhich people vote 'yes • or 'no • on the record of the government 

in general but are deprived of any share in the formulation of 

individual policies". 2 ~ 

The charge of cabinet dictatorship is oot \Arithout foundation. 

But there • s a redeeming feature too. As lowell writes, n if the 

parliamentary system has made the cabinet of the day autocratic, 

it is an autocracy exerted with the utnost publicity, under a 

constant fire of criticis~.24 Cabinet government provides its 

own sa£ eguards and accountability to the electorate is the primary 

constitutional safeguard. An unrestrained cabinet is apt to be 

a despot, but public awarness of this danger may well arrest such 

22 

23 

24 

Quoted in J.W. Garner, Political Science and 
Government, ~w York a American B::>ok Cbrcpany, 
1932, p.124. 

Carter, I-erz and Ranney, '!he Q:>vernment of Great-
Britain, ca~idgea Cambridge Uhiver~ity Press, 1975,p.180. 

A.L.. Icwell, The Q::)'vernment of Enaland, vol. I, Ebston: 
tb nghton ¥dffl in, 1-901., p. 32 6 • 
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a development. 

Another point related to this aspect is the Prime Ministerial 

pre-eminence. The unique position of the Prine Minister is secured 

due to his being -

(i) Spokesman for the representative of the nation; 

(ii) Leader of a national party; (iii) leader of the 

Parliamentary party; and (iv) Leader of the cabinet. 

Therefore, the current thesis is that "cabinet Government" 

25 has given way to "Prime Ministerial" government. 

Finally, the parliamentary system takes pride in the 

provision of "daily assessment• ~ questioning the ministers in 

the floor of the legislature. The 'Question Hour• is, infact, an 

overstated institution of check on the e:xecutive. As James L. 

SUndquist notes ,•• one of the first thing!'J learned by a rising 

politician i~ the democracy is how to artfully avoid giving 

informations he does not '"•ant to give". 26 

c) Strengths of Presidential Syst~s 

To put it shaz:ply and objectively, "what has been called 

"Presidential" Government as contradistinguished from cabinet 

25 

26 

s.E. Finer, OOmparative Government, Allen Lanes 
The Penguin Press, 1970, p.171. 

James L. Sundquist, "parliamentary_ ~_vrrnmeQt a9<\.._9~~-", 
The New Republic, October 26, 1919, p.14. 
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or parliamentary government, is that system in which the executive 

is constitutionally independent of the legislature in respect to 

the duration of his or their tenure and irresponsible to it for his 

artheir. political policies". 
27 

The system is not presidential 

because president is the real executive who does not owe his 

office to the legislature nor can he be re:rroved from office. The 

following are the rrerits of the Presidential system : 

'lhe Presidential system, as it involves an al:rrost complete 

separation of the executive and the legislative beanches of 

government, faithfullyconforms to the principle of separation 

of pOl-Iers. Thus it safeguards the liberty of the people. Cbrollary 

to the doctrine of separation of powers, the doctrine of checks 

and balances represents the other feature of the Presidential 

system like America "~here each branch of governrrent is given a 

number of "checks" "'i th whidl it can keep the others in proper 

"bal.ance". 

In the second place, the fixed tenure of the executive gives 

it a greater sense of stability. '!his element of stability 

encourages the e."':ccutive to launch a long term plan which can be 

easily carried through without the danger of being upset by a 

sudden change of <;PVernJnent. Thus, the executive, without beirr;r 

distracted by a nrying legislature, may devote attention to its 

27 J.w. Garner, Op.cit., p.340. 
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specific function and gain administrative efficiency. 

In the third place, owing to the concentration of executive 

a":lthority in a few hands, negligible legislative workload with 

the cabinet ministers etc., unity of control, quickness in decision, 

concerted policy and speedy execution of policies, which emergency 

of any kind may demand, can best be obtained in the Presidential 

system. 

In the fourth place, since the executive is not respon~ible 

to congress and its adverse vote does not bring about a crisis 

in the government, the tumult of the party spirit is less in 

advance. As Bryce maintained "legislatures are less dominaned 

by party spirit under the presidential system than under the 

cabinet system". 28 

d) Weaknesses of Presidential System : 

1. The critics of the presidential systems are numerous and 

they urge that it divides government into watertight compartments, 

as it is based on separation of powers, it is, as .:ff, the forcible 

disjunction of things naturally connected. Buch time is constiired 

in struggles arrong the various branches of government to determine 

the extent of their respective po~~rs. Also, the very stability 

of the system verges on inflexibility. By establishinq the 

28 James Bryce, Op.cit., pp.168-~71. 
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the presidential system, Finer says, the fathers of the Arrerican 

constitution "separated the executive sources of knowledge from 

the legislative centre of their application". 29 This separation 

of the eyecutive from the legislature int~duces occasional dead-

lock in the system. This ineYitably results in loss of govern

mental efficiency. In the v.rords of Lloyd cutler, "The separation 

of powers between the legislative and executive branches has 

become a structure that almost guarantees staLemate today•. 30 

2. The presidential system is characterized to be "autocratic, 

irresponsible and dangerous". once the president has been elected 

the nation mustoonf:inue with him, whether they like and approve 

of his policy or l'k)t. 'Ibis makes the Presidential system an 

extremely rigid one. The executive office goes by calendar and 

no danger and no crisis can melt the inflexible constitutional 

rules. Consideration of this sort, as Linz points out, loom 

especially large during periods of regime transition and consoli

dation,31when the rigidities of a Presidential constitution must 

seem in-auspiciou.o; indeed compared to the prcspect of adaptability 

that Parl iamentarism offers. ~reover, he may becoi'IE autocratic 

and even degenerate into a dictator subject to the provisions of 

the constitution. The legislature has no constitutional pcn·-'er to 

withdraw the mandate which the electorate gave him at the time of 

30 

31 

Lloyd CUtler, "To Form a Government", For_~~g_!l 
Affairs, 59, Fall 1980, p.127. 

Juan J. Lin2:, '1be Perils of Presidentiatism..., 
Journal of O?mcracy_, Yol.l,~no.· 1~4, i990-,p.55. -------·- -----------
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election. The security of tenure combined with the freedom 

from responsibility provides engugh encouragement to override 

legislative and popular wills; for after all, the executive 

knows it \>Tell that the commission of an irresponsible act would 

leave it untouched. 

3. Representative democracy must in some way be accountable to 

the people \-.'ho elect them. But the Presidential system clearly 

misses it. In the United states; power and authority are disper-

sed. "The splitting of sovereignty into mam.J parts amounts 

to there being no sovereign", as observed Walter Bagehot. 32 

FDJm the above analysis it becomes clear that no effective 

form of government is perfect. Infact, oberretions are intrinsic 

to any kind of constitutional arrangement. Nevertheless, the 

American Prec:;idential and the British Parliamentary system of 

government constitute two of the oldest democracies in the world. 

Ead1 has survived wars and depressions. Ead1, moreover, has its 

champions arguinq the virtues of the one or the other system. 

To quote Blondel, "While British governments were described as 

"Prime Hinisterial" or near Presidential in many auarters, the 

32 Walter Bagehot, The English Constitution, 
2nd ed., I.orrlon:Orlord University Press, 
19S2, p.201. 
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American government was ceasing to be Presidential in strict 

sense of the t>rord: it seemed on the contrary increasingly charac-

terized by the presence of a number of Semi-independent units 

"rhich the President had difficulty in co-ordinating. 33As a matter 

of fact, "t-;hen the subject matter of institutional reform arises 

it often centres on the question of v.rhether the united State shoUld 

leam from British experience and the viceversa. But no serious 

attempt has been made by any one of these t~1o countries in this 

regard. 

Nevertheless, Britain and united States of Anerica as the 

model of parliamentary and Presidential government respectively 

have influenced a number of west-European and Third World countries 

in their bid to evolve one form of government or the other, of 

course with certain variation. Tb clarify this point an analysis 

would follow under two headings 1 Parliamentary system in Republics 

and Presidential system without checks and Balances. 

B 

PARLIA.HENrARY SYSTEM IN REPUBLICS 

Parliamentar~ ~Jstem in countries having elected presidency 

marks other face of British system. This ~.fPe of Parliarrentary 

derrocracy was found to be working in ~'lest Germany, France 0 rd 

and 4th Republiqs), Burma, Ceylon under 1972 constitution. SUch 

33 Jean Rlondel, The organization of Governments: 
A comoarative Analysis of G:>vernmental structures, 
london: sage P\lblications, 1992, p.54. 
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countries adopt the idea of respor~ible government but not the 

roonarchy. There is division bet";een the Head of the state-the 

President and head of the executive-the Prime Minister, but 

the head of the state is not hereditary but elected by the central 

legislature. In parliamentary systems with presidency there is 

less reticence about making the duties of the divided executive 

explicit, Prestunably because the President is elected by Parliament. 

One of the major differences, between the Parliamentary 

systems with oonarchy and Parliarrenta.ry system with Presidency 

is that in the former the King can not be held personally respon-

sible and so his ministers must bear responsiblity for him, no 

such inhibition seems to affect republics, ,.rhen the President is 

elected.34 As a result , .. rhen the President over~teps his position 

he may be impeached, for high treasons in France, for unconstitu-

tional activity in the Fedaral German Republic and for both in 

Italy. 3 5 In monarchical democracies like Britain, the relations 

between the Cr:own and Council of ministers have been left to be 

evolved by the cx:>untries, but in others, there has been constitu-

tiona! demaccation between the powers of the two. The head of 

the states in all parliamentary democracies are cereoonial and 

the points of personal irresponsibiLity of the head of the state 

34 DOUglas v., Verney, The Analysis of Politi£l!1 
SXstem, Londons RoUtledge and Kegan Paul, 
1959, p.24. 

35 1£19, p.2S. 
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has been fused in both rronarchical democracies and republican 

cabinet systems. 

Semi-Presidential Systems: 

The traditional Presidential system as operating in the 

USA is based on the \o7ell founded idea of checks and balances and 

that is reason \o:hy presidential system ,.Jithout checks and balances 

presents a peculiar system. The Fifth French Republic of 1958 

shows a pecUliar ·.Sw·itch over from "reak presidency to strong 

presidency - from parliamentary democracy to presidential democracy. 

It proves a form of government which does not fit easily into 

either the 'Presidential' or a 'Parliamentary• categories. It 

may be treated as a hybrid or a "pseudo Presidential" 36regime. 

The fifth French Republic of 1958 "'as formed in peculiar 

"Circumstances of political uncertainty" when the need of the day 

was political stability. 

Like the United States Presidential system, the President 

of the fifth French Republic is dirFctly elected by the People 

for a fixed period of seven year. The President enjoys the pre-

eminent position and the princiole of separation of po,.rers as 

regabds personnel make the French-system more of a Presidential 

type. Like British system, the read of the state appoints the 

head of the goverrurent, the Prirre .Hinister is re.spons ible for 

36 see Shri:ram Mahesh".Jari, Indian Parliamentary· Svst~m, 
Agra: Laxshmi Narain Agarwal Educational Publishers, 
1981,pp. 27-12. 
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apnointment and dismissal of his colleagues and to the legislature 

and the Head of the state may dissolve the National Legislative 

~7 
Assembly~ 'Ib conclude, it can be said that the French Presiden-

tial regime is extra-ordinarily pm·:erful for it compounds the 

strength of the executives of the u.s.A. and Bi:-itain "'hile being 

subject to the limitations and constraints neither. As NeUstadt 

remarks, the office of the French President is so designed by the 

constitution that he is roore powerful than the chief executive in 

the u.s.A. He says, "White J:buse centrality is of a lesser order 

than de GaUlle • s supremacy". 38 

Like the Fifth French Republic, Ceylan 's experimentation 

of 1977 presents a new adventure for democratic setup. The two 

systems have many resemblance. French Presidential system was 

conversion of parliamentary system which had failed due to political 

immaturity and conse"uent-governm2ntal instability. Likewise the 

idea of governmental stability encouraged to thro"' out the five 

years old constitution and adopt Pre~idential s~tem in Sri Lanka. 

The second point of similarity bet~··een French and Sri Lanka e;.rpe-

rience is that like de Gaulle in France Hr. Jaye\-•ardene played 

1i . b . b t h id . 1 39 vital role as Prime r.• n1ster to r1ng a em t e Pres ent1a S""'stem. 

37 

38 

See Shriram 1-laheshwari, D'ldian Parliamentry System, 
Agra: Lakshmi Nar a in A.~arwal Educational Publishers, 
1981, pp.27-32. 

Ricburd, E. t:eustadt, "Pr.esid~ntic.l. G-m,.rnment", 
International Encyclopedla ot SOclal Sciences, 
vo!.xif," ·new ?orR: l~cm~IIan, 19b8, p.45S. 

39 For details See S.R. M3.heshwari, Op.cit, pp.39-43. 
.. . 
. .\.. ! •• 
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Thirdly, like French President, President of Sri Lanka is 

head of the Executive and also head of the cabinet of ministers. 

The 1977 constitution of sri Lanka represents Presidential 

system without checks and balances. The most disturbiD:J element 

is that President is placed above law and CCQ!:ts. lh contrast 

to British parliarrentary sovereignty, President of Sri Lanka nay 

claim Presidential sovereignty. 

Appraisal : 

In true sense of the tenn the presidential system of govern-

ment has been in operation only in the u.s.A. other countries 

claiming t.'1is rrodel are, in the v."'rds of Richard E. reustadt, 

eY.arnples of "oligarchic bargaining, of military guidance or personal 

dictartoJ:ship ot some combination of these. 40 rndeed, a rrore 

detailed study of the political systemG of many such countries 

seems to disclose that the presidential form of government has 

become either a surrogate for authoritarianism cJ: its precondi• 

tion. The Latin American countries have provided the best example 

in this regard. 

Inspite of the experiments of the French Fifth Republic, 

Sri Lanka under 1977 constitution, the substantial form of government 

40 Richard E. N=Ustadt, Op.cit, p.455. 
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in the ,.rorld at large has remained that of parliarrentary democracy1· 

though modified. HO\·~ver, a fun:lamental change in the direction 

of a presidential system seems outside of all possibilities. 41 

a 
EXCUTIVE Sl'ABILITY : A CRITERION OF OOVERNME.Nl' 

PERFORMANC$ OF DEM:>CRAT IC REGIMES 

The principal factor for the breakdown of deliX)cratic regimes 

and more. specifically the switch over from the parliamentary to 

presidential government or the vioeversa is the lack of governmen-

tal stability a point which has been explicitly focussed in the 

above analysis. The stability of a regime refers to the "sy~tem•s 

ability to surviVe intact. 42 Tt.r'O measures of government stability 

are coriuronly found in the literature of derrocrat.ic systems: "the 

duration of government" and the degree of "executive control" 4 ~ 

The former measures the stability of gover~~nts by their length 

of stay in office; the latter indicates whether the government 

has majority or minority status in the legislature. B:>th measures 

have important implications for governmental stability and accounta-

b'ility. A variety of typologies were proposed that have stimUlated 
' 

41 

42 

43 

Roy, c. Macridis and B.E. Brown, ed., Op.cit., p.128. 

Arend Lijphart, "Typologies of Democratic §ys~, Compa• 
ative Political studies, April 1968, p.3. 

t:bwa.rd, J. Wiarda, ed., tew Directions in Comoarative 
Politic:;, Ebuldeva ~Test View Press, l9f~5, p .. l02. 
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substantial speculative analysis and some rigorons t.heory construction. 

The primary normative concern of the typologies have been derrocra-

tic stability. Some of the typola.Jies are given below : 

a} · Lijphart•s Typology : 

Arend Lijphart has given _etzphasis on the concept of dem:;,cra-

tic stability in the plural societies 'Hith segmented cultures 

and lo'\oT role differentiation. This led him to hypothesize that 

"segzren.ted or subcultural cleavages at the mass level" 44 e:·~uld 

be overcome by elite co-operation that reduce the potentially 

destabilizil'XJ effects of societal divisions. On the basis of this 

analysis, Lijphart proposed a typology based on the structure of 

society-hoEnogeneoa.s or plural - and the behaviour of elites -

coalescent or adversarial. The resulting four fold scheme is 

depicted in the figure given below which employs the names Lijphart 

assigned to each of the types 

44 Arend Lijphart, Democracy in Plural Societies: 
A comparative Exoloratlon, New Haven: Yale 
Univer.>ity Press, 1977, p.16. 
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_ Lijphart • s Typology of Democratic 

Systems 

structure of Societv 

l 
H::>m::> ge neo us Plural 

Depoliticized Q)nsociational 

Democracy l)errocracy 

Centripetal Centrifugal 

Derrocracy Democracy 
-- -- ---·- ~· -· ··-··--- ·--- ---- -· 

Source : A, Lijphart, Derrocracy in Plural Socieites 

(1977), p.l06. 

--

-

Lijphart remarked that in systems \odth horrogeneous political 

• 
cultures, dem::>cracy was 1 ikely to be stable "rhether elites \orere 

coalescent or adversarial. In systems "d th heterogeneoUs and 

segmented cultures, however, the cultural divisi0ns were as~igned 

a double valence. They were sources of potential dessent and 

even system breakdown, but· they could also help in the process 

of stabilization, if the elites of subcultures chose to co-operate• 

This view is reflected in his summation of the consociational 
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derrocracy type - the key- stoJ:te to his entire classificatory 

scheme. 

"Consociational democracy entails the co-operation:"by 

aegmental leaders in spite of the deepcl.eavages separating 

the segments. This requires that the leaders feel atleast 

sorre commitment to the maintenance of the unity of the country 

as \-Tell as a commitrrent to derrocratic practices •••• " 45 

Lijphart attempts to link the independent variables of the plural 

or the non-plural character of society and of elite behaviour to 

the depenoent variable of political stability. 

b) Sartori •s Typology: 

Sartori focuses on political parties and the party system 

with democratic stability as his ultimate concern. In contrast 

to LijphaJtt •s approach, Sartori is fundamentally concerned 

with the institutions (political parties) that he views as critical 

to the political stability. Sartori's focus is dn how the structure 

of the party system and the dynamics of party competition, affect 

45 Ibid, p.53. 
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a derrocratic context in which the competition for votes is 

46 
necessarily paramount. Moreover, Sartori is interested in those 

values that are institutionally enbQded in political parties in 

the form of political ideology. 

Sartori has employed an independent-variable-•fragmenta

tion of the party system• indicated by the number of politically 

relevant parties. His main hypothesis is that "the larger the 

number of parties the greater the ideological distance•. This 

explains that the number of parties is the defining characteristic 

of his typology. He argues that the parties those have •coalition 

47 potential" should be counted as parts of the party system. By 

this typology Sartori seeks to explain the "Direction of corrpetition" 4 q 

arrong the parties. 

c) PO¥<ell's Typology: 

Powell's typology is explicitly designed to explore the 

relationship between the "strength of the party system" am the 

performance of the political system. He assumes that the input 

factors are the most in determining how well the system performs. 

46 Giovanni Sartori, PartiE'S and Party System: 
A Framework for AnalysIS, Cambridge a 

Cambridge University Press,1976, pp.29Q-292. 

47 Ibid, pp.122-23. 

48 Ibid, p.293. 
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Further more Powell incorporates aspects of both the • number 

o£ Parties" and socie-tal- cl.eavages arg.ument into his framework. 49 

His approach, however, emphasises cot the number of parties but 

rather whether or not majorities are produced. It also incox:pora

tes the long standing debate in democratic theory about the 

possible trade off between the representativeaess of the party 

systems and the effectiveness of government. 

Powell looks at the role of parties from two major perspect

ives. First, the system of political parties constitutes an 

important "Linkage• bet"•een the social, economic and constitutional 

setting and political performance patterns on the other. second, 

political party systems have autonomous influence of their own. 

The configurations of memory, organization, and perception that 

they represent have ind.ependent effects once they established. SO 

Moreover, he thinks of parties as having a dual set of objectives: 

on the one hand parties struggle for participation in and control 

of the policy making process, through which leaders can realize 

their office holding aspirations and policy objectives and can 

fulfil their commitments to denocracy. To put 

49 See for details G. Bingham Powell, 
O:mtemoora;y Democracies a Participation, 
stabillttvand violence, cambrldges Harvard 
uni.versi .. Press, 1982, pp.75-110. 

SO ~~ PP• 7--8. 

it in a line, 
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Powell projects the party system in the overall frame-JO.r'kl of 

executive stability and government performance. 

d) Aooraisal: 

The above analysis examines the models of democratic stabi

lity" - a central feature of alrrost all derrocratic reg irnes. Infact, 

the ne"t-:ly emerging states are increasir.gly facing the problem of 

political stability which need to be tackled before thinking to 

switch over from one form of government to another. It is this 

very concept which forced many democracies including India to 

initiate a debate regarding the efficacy of one form of government 

or the other. 



CHAPT&a - !! . 

AIXlPTlON OF 'l'HE PARLIAMENTARY P0R.M OF OOVBRNMENT a 
C6NSTITUENT ASSEMBLY AND THE NEHRU PHASE. 



•A student of Constitutional law, if a copy of Constitution is 

placed in his hands is sure to ask two questionso Firstly, what is 

the form of Governnent that is envisaged in the Constitution; and 

secondly, what is the form of Constitution'? For these are the two 

crucial matters which eveLy Constitution has to deal witn•. 

- B.a. Ambedkar. 

A Constitution is what is does, not what it·Professes. Realisn 

lies in a viable blend of principle am practice. The Constitutional 

goals are clear but the journey has been ziqzag. The movenent towards 

the Constitutional goals has been painfully slow and sluggish. It 

is in this context that the performance of our parliamentary form of 

Government came under ~athing attack from various quarters. For. 

sometime now, a controversy has also been going on in the country as 

to Whether parliamentary form of Government is suited to the needs of 

this country or it should be replaced by the presidential form of 

Government. A host of eminent jurists. Constitutionalists and I·oliti

cians have hi<Jlli<;tlted on this controversy. It is, therefore, necessary 

to consider objectivell' and dispassionately whether Parliamentary 

Government, as established by the Constitution and as it has beES'\ 



working in the country over the years. mould be replaced by the 

presidential form of Government. 

'l'he present chapter is proposed to be confined to a critical: 

examination of various sheds of views on the 9.litab1lity of one form 

of Government or the other in the Constituent Assembly so as to 

enable us to trace the origin of the present debate. As a c~ollary 

to this, an attempt is also mace to focus upon the working of the 

Indian Parliamentary System under .Nehru era. 

A 

Kstabli§hing Pa.tA.iamentarY System in India 

One of the first acts of the Constituent Assembly was to 

appoint two Committees- one to report on the main principles of the 

union constitution and the other, to report ao the main principles 

of a modes provincial constitution. Shri B.N. Rau, the Constitutional 

Adviser to the Constituent Assembly, circUlated a questionnaire• 

bearing on the salient features of the constitution, to all members 

of the Central a00 Provincial legislatures and invited their views 

1 
there on. 

1. B.N. Rau, India• s Constitution in the making, .Cal.cutta a Orient 
Longnans, 1960#.¥ .16-41. 
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Only five members of the Union Constitution Committee (UCC) 

and six members of the Prov-incial Con-stitution Committee (Pee)- sub-

mitted replies to the questionnaire. Of these, except for Prof. K.'l'. 

Shah and Dr. K~. Katju respectively from ucc and F·cc, all had favoured 

parliamentary system of Government. 2 Ra.u• s memorandum on the Union 

Constitution states ttat be h1m$elf favoured Cabinet Government in 

India. 3 His memorandwn also provided for a president with the powers 

of Constitutional head of state who has to e::>2rcise executive authority 

4 of the union with the aid and advice of the council of ministers. 

It appears that no serious discussion has taken place in the 

Committees on which form of Government - Parliamentary, Presidential 

or mixed would be most suitable for India. It was generally assumed 

that since people were familiar with the working of the Parlimentary 

System of Government, it was the most suitable for li'Xlia. Even when 

the reports of the COrmtittees came before the Constituent Assembly, 

no serious discussion took place on this issue. some merOOers at this 

stage, no doubt, tried to get incorporated amelWiments, the effect of 

2. K.F .Singh, •l'residential System in the Constituent Assembly•, in 
V.Grover, ed., Political System in Ip<iia, Vol.lO,New Delhi a Deep 
& Deep Publications, 1989, f.597. 

J. B.N. Ra.u, Op.ci.t, p.93, Note. 
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which wOUld have been to have the ministers elected by the legi sla

tures ~ the basis of proportional representation and to have their 

term fixed on the Swiss model. 5 The main ar91ments advanced in 

favour of these amendments were : (1) Parliamentary System which 

had been working in India in the Provinces and the local bodies had 

not been SlCCessful as it had brou<jlt about unstable executives an1 

favouritism and nepotism, 1.o~ith ministers always trying to please 

their supporters in the Asserrt>ly. The Swiss System, therefore, 

wOUld be more successful as it wOUld lead to stable executives and 

free the ministers from the constant worry of Keeping their mpporte.r s 

in the Assembly in good humou.r1 (2) it would give representation to 

various sections and thus wOUld be more democratic. 6 Surprisingly, 

the grounds on which the swiss model was o1posed were also the same a 

{i) we were familiar with the 'British Parliamentary System and if it 

had not worked successfully so far, it was because we have not had 

the opportunity to try it pro~rly due to foreign rulet (ii) Election 

of ministers by the legislatures throu<j'l the Proportional represen

tation would lead to feeble ministriea.7 

Althou~ references were made at this sta<}! to the virtues of 

the Presidential form of Government by the various speakers, no amern
ment was movea to have it in India. Thus, upto the stage of the 

first reading, when the Principles of the constitution were being 

5. C,A,O, Vol.4, p.632-635. 

6. Ibid.~ P.642-6SO. -
7. Ibid .. , P .651-654. -
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settled, practically no discussion took place either in the corrrnittee 

or in the Assembly Whether presidential form of Government would be 

more sui ted to the needs of this country. The only discussion was on 

whether it should be the pure parliamentary form on the British Pat'b!rn 

or it should be the mixed type as in Switzerland. Por reasons Vtated 

below, it was decided to have the Ilarliamentary fonn of Government on 

the British Pattern. 

B 

Reasons for the Adoption of :Parliamentary System 

Some discussion on the suitability of the Presidential System 

of Government for Iooia took place in the Assembly at the second reeding 

stage. Prof. K.T.Shah, who had hardly any support, moved a series of 

amendments at this stage to have instead the Presidential form of 

Government in India on the American Fatterno 8 Also some other members 

pleaded for the non-parliamentary form of Government. These gave an 

occasion to the members of the Drafting Corrmittee to express their 'V'1ews 

on this basic issue and we can gather from their speeches the reasons 

why they felt the Presidential form of Government would not ruit Indt.a. 

The first reason was the familiarity with the Parliamentary 

form of Government. The decisions of the Constituent AssEmbly on the 

form of Government in India was perhaps inevitably considerably influ

enced by the political background in India and the practice and tradition 

8 • C .A.Oe Vol. 7, P • 959-981. 
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evolved during the British rule. K.M. Munshi expressed this clearly 

when he said in the Constituent Assembly a 

•we must not forget a very important fact that during 
the last one hundred years Indian Public life has 
largely drawn upon the traditions of the British co
stitutional law. Most of us; and during too last 
several generations before us, Public men in India, 
have looked upto the British model as the best. For 
the last thirty or forty years, s~e kind of respo
nsibility has been introduced in the governance of 
this country. Our Constitutional traditions have 
become Parliamentary and we have now all our provin
ces functioning more or less on the British model. 
As a matter of fact, today, the Dominion Government 
of India is fWjctioning as a full fledged Parliamentary 
Government. Whey should we go back upon the tradi
tion that has been bull t for over a hundred years 
and try a novel experiment fr~ 150 years ago and 
found wanting even in America. • 

It was assumed that the "British model" had been proved by 

everyone including leading American Constitutional experts as really 

better fitted for mooern conditi~s. The system of Government in 

India has been on the British model and it would be unwise •to try 

a novel experiment•. Sardar Patel emphasizing on this point said a 

"The joint meeting ot tne Pc:c and ucc decided tra t it would Slit the 

conditions of this country better to adopt the Parliamentary System, 

the British type of Constitution with 'Which we are familiar•. 10 

The second reason was the need to accom.-na:::!ate the Rulers o£ the 

farner Indian states in the lnaian Union is a democratic set up. It 

9. Ibid., P.984-985. 

10. c.A.D., Vol.4, P.sso. 
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Parliamentary form was adopted the transition from autocracy in the 

states would become easier with rulers beComing constitutional heads 

and real authority transferred to people's representatives. i.e •• 

Cabinets responsible to legislatures. If, however, Presidential form 

was adopted, the transition coul._d not- -be -eff-ected with-out effacing 

the Rulers. As at that tine, it was not Practical f'olitics to efface 

the rulers at that time, it was best to have the Parliament&I'Y- form 

of Government. This line of arcpm2n1t. was advanced by the noted jurist. 

Sir Alladi Krishna Swami Ayyar ... 

Thirdly, it was said that the Parliamentary form of Government 

would serve better the needs of a country like India than the Presi~n

tial form as it ens.1red close relation of intimacy and interdependence 

between the Kxecutive and the Legislature. The American System, it 

was pointed out, was prone to produce dea<Uocks as there was no <.Jlara.n

tee that both wings would work in co-operation. As independent India 

was to embark on planned economic development the co-operation between 

the Executive and the Legislature was more essential here for the 

execution of Pr ogr amne s. As was pointed out by Shr i K. Santhanaro a 

•unless this co...operation is forthcoming, atleast in 
the formative period of Indian freedom, then our Pro
gcess, which has already been delayed by the forei91 
rule, will be further delayed and popular impatience 
at the delay of economic reconstruction will break ~1 
bounds and ordered democracy may becotre impossible• 2 

&mpha sizing on this point, Sir All ad i said a 

•An infant democrdcy cannot afford under rncrlern condi
tions to take the risk of a perpetual cleavage, feud 
or conflict between the legislature and Executive ... l3 

1!. c.A~., Vol.7, p.98s. 
12 • I bJ.d , , VOl • 7, P • 96 7 • 
1 J. Ibid •• P. 985 -
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It was ar<.Jled that in Parliamentary Government the Prime M.ini-titer 

and the whole cabinet are members of the legislature and the conflict 

.between th-e authority wielding-the executive power and the legislature 

is reduced to a mini~ really there is none at all, because, at every 

moment of time, the cabinet carries with it the Slpport of the majotity 

in parliament. It is that character of the British Constitution that 

has enabled the British Government to tide over the many difficulties 

which it has bad to face during the last 150 years. 

The makers of our Constitution favoured the British model as 

it is •elastic under all circum-stances" vis-a.-vis the American type 

of Presidential System characterized by rigid separation of Powers. 

Lastly, it was stated that althoucjl both the Presidential and 

the Parliamentary form of Governments were responsible Governments, 

the former offered greater stability while the-latter, greater respon

sibility. While introducing the Draft Constitution, Dr. Ambedkar 

said a 

• •••• You can have a System which can give you more 
stability but less responsibility or you can have 
a system which gives you mare responsibility but less 
stability. The American and Swiss Systems give more 
stability but less responsibility. The British System 
on the otherhand, gives you more responsibility but 
less stability. The reason for this is obvious. 
The American Executive is a non-Parliamentary Execu
tive Which means that it is not dependent for its 
existence upon the majority with Congress, while 
the British System is a Parliamentary Executive, 
the Congress of the United States cannot dismiss the 
Executive. A Parliamentary Government must re si<;Jt 
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the moment it loses the confidence of the melTbers 
of Parliament. Looking at it from the point of 
view of responsibility, a non-parliamentary execu
tive being inde:r;endent of Parliament tends to be 
less responsibl.e to the Legislature, while a 
Parliamentary Executive being dependent upon a 
majority in Parliament becomes more responsible. 
Under the non-~arliamentary System of Anerican 
~ype, the assessment Of responsibility of the 
Executive is periodic. It is done by the electo
rate. In England where the Parliamentary System 
prevails, the assessment of the responsibility is 
both daily aoo pericdic - daily assessment is done 
by meabers of parliament and p.eriooic by the elec
torate. The daily assessnent of responsibility which 
is not available under the American System is, it 
is felt, far more effective than the periodic 
assessment and far more necessary in a country like 
India. The .Or aft Constitution in recormending the 
Parliamentary System of executive has preferred more 
responsibility to more stabllity.•l4 

In fact, the architects were going to combine in the In3.ian 

Presidency, the stability of the American Executive with the re~ 

ponsibility of the British cabinet. Thus, it was to be repository 

of stability and responsibility. 

There were, however, some dissentients in the constituent 

Asserrbly. Kazi Syed Karirruddin arg.1ed that the Parliamentary System 

as it was functioning in India creatEd favouritisn and nepotisn and 

asked for a strong executive to deal with the disturbed states of 

15 our country. Another ardent critic of Parliamentary Executive1 

14. 

15. 

Ibid., P • 32-33. -
See a.s. Rao, The Framing of India's Constitution, V01.5, 
Nasiks llPA,. Government of lrxiia Press, 1968, P.334-340. 
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R.am Narayan Sin<j'l, speaking somewhat bitterly from experience, said, 

"People form parties and manipulate votes and get a majority in the 

legislatures and form the Government". He was therefore in favour 

of all powerful presidents "who will be responsible for the work 

done and who will choose their ministers or secr_etar.ies" •16 Support

ing this view, Shi:Oban Lal Saxena said, "the stability of the Gover~ 

ment was the first need of the nation as the fissiparous tendencies 

already at work in the country." 17 

Notwithstanding this opposition, the over S'lwlming weic.;jlt of 

opinion was in favour of the Drafting Committee• s Proposal and accor

dingly in the constitution, a parliamentary executive of the Britifh 

type was adopted. And in the 'Whole course of debate, India' s 

familiarity with the British System of Cabinet Government tilted the 

balance in favour of Parliamentary Government. 

c 

The Nature of Executive 

From the very beginning the idea of the makers had been to 

have an Executive based on the British model and to create in India 

a President who, like the English king, would be a mere •constibltional 

head". While the object was clearly not to have a President as power

ful as the American I' resident, the intention was not also to create a 

nere fi<FX"e head like the French President, Pandit Nehru told the 

constituent Assembly a 

16. C,A,e., Val..7, Pe249-SO. 

17. Ibid., P.284. -
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•we want to emphasize the ministerial character 
of the Government. that I-ower really resided in 
the President as 9.1Ch. At the sametime. we didn•t 
want to make the President just as a mere fi<pre 
head like the French ¥resident. We did not give 
him any real power, but we have made his position 
one of authority and digni ty.l8 

The constitution, therefore, wmt s to create neither a real 

executive nor a mere fig.1re head, but a head that lll,.neither reigns 

nor GovernEI' but would still have • great authority and dignitY'. "It 

wants tp create•, says K.V .Rao, • a great fo<;JJ.re head" • 19 It looks 

a paradox and an impossibility at first si<jlt that a man with • auth~ 

rity and dignity" c~ld still be without power, because the power is 

the basis of authority and dignity flows frOm bath; but this is what 

Constitution aims at, what K.v. Rao says it to be "delicjltfully vag.Je .• 20 

It is behind these ambiQlities of constitutional text that we have to 

analyse the various aSI:ects of our Executive Insitution. 

1. Election of the President a 

Nothing illustrates better than the question of ¥residential 

mode of election, which determines the extent of the Presiden~s real 

powers, in relation to those of the Head of the Government. deemed 

responsible to the legislature. In our C:Jntext, the Prime Minister 

has not m.1ch to fear frOm a President elected indirectly, even if the 

18. C.A.O. Vol.4, P.734. 

19. K.V .Rao, Parliamentary Deaocracy of India, Calcutta a The wo~d 
Press, 1965, P.28. 

20. Ibid., P.27. 
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Constitution vests him, formally, with extensive Powers. In this 

case the President remains a formally dignitary, a (i9.1re head, or 

a 'Potiche' 21 to use the French term. If he were to be the real political 

head, he mic1lt have to be directly elect-ed by Universal ...CUlt franchise. 

If he were to be only the nominal head, he micjlt be elected indirectly. 

The Constituent Assembly rejected an amendment of Prof. K.T.Shah who 

ar<ped tnat in order to make the . Ul of peOple supreme, the ~esidetlt 

of India should be elected •by the adult citizens of India •••• • 22 

Munshi while favouring theproposal for Oirect election pointed out that 

• if the President were elected by Parliament he would be a creature 

of the majority in power and a pa1 e replica of the Prime Minister, 

and therefore, no better than a figure head as in France or in Irelai)d~. 23 

By pointing out the contradiction between the electoral source of the 

President's legitimacy and the extent of his powers, Nehru cl~rly 

expressed before the Constituent Assembly a "If the President was elected 

by adult franchise and yet (we) aid not give him any real powers, it 

might become sli<jltly anomalous" espECially since •we wanted to emphasize 

.24 ... the ministerial character of the Government •. •• Moreover, for avwid-

ing the practical problems of sheer wastage of money, time, energy and 

21. Max Jean Zins, Strains on lndig.n Demcx:;racy, New Delhi a ABC 
Publishing House, 1988, P .66. 

22. C,A,O. 'lol.7, P.991. 

23. K.M. Munshi, India's Con§titutional Oocumen t (Vol.l, Pilgrima~ 
to Freoedom 1902-1950), Bombay a Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, 1967, 
P.257. 

24 0 C .A.D. Vol.&, P • 71-3. 
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administrative inConveniency, the indirect election of the President 

was emphasized upon in the constituent Assembly. 

Further. a- directly elected Chief Execut-ive doesnot fit well in 

the system of Cabinet Government. When both the President and the Prime 

minister are directly elected, they may compete for power between the~ 

selves. Each one can claim to have derived authority directly from 

the PeOple. Consequently, the tug of war that would have ensured betweem 

tlie two wOUld have resulted in Constitutional deadlxks and ended in 
. 25 

the subversion of the state. Thus, after an intense debate, the 

members of the Constituent Assembly finally decided that the President 

be indirectly elected. The federal nature of our polity was also taken 

imto account by our- founding fathe!'s. 'Ih¥ said that-electoral college 

was to be composed of the two houses of the Parliament and of the lo.Wer 

houSes of the Provincial Assemblies, where the vote was to be calculated 

according to farrrula deviced to give just wei<jltage to the Provincial 

population. 26 Indeed, the composition of the Presidential electoral 

college satisfies the need of federal harmony by including the ele~ed 

members of both the chamber of Union Parliament ana elected members of 

the lower chamber of state legislatures. It has given the President 

a constituency which by all standards, has a national character and 

at the sametime, doesnot create an alternative focus of Political Parer. 

It is not as extensive as national electorate and yet, in Political 

25. 

26. 

B.C.Das, ~ ... ht Presj,dent of Iooia, New Oelhil s. Chand & C..:>mpany 
Ltd., 1977, P.125. 

s.s. Rao, The Frandn¥ of Ioo.ia' s Constif:ut.ton, fol.2, .N-asik; 
ll.FA. Go...-ernmen£ of Iidia f!ress, 196741 P.SSO. 
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terms represents the nation in full sense of the term~ 27Thus our 

Constitution clearly provided for a •constitutional :President•. 

2. President and Prime Minister Relationship 

Ritj"\t from the very beginning, the essential debate centred 

around the famous ~reposition of Article 74 of the Present Constitution 

which enjoins the council of ministers •to aid and advice .. the Presi

dent in the exercise of his functions. Should the President have the 

power to act at his dis::retion in certain cases. or is he bound-• like 

the British monarch, by the crlvice of his Council of ministers i 'lhe 

terms of this crucial debate have changed With the adoption in 1976 of 

the 42nd Constitutional amendrrent28 but the debate has not anated • 

• 

Dr. Ambedkar said in the Constituent Assembly that the President 

of Indian Union will be generally bound by the advice of his ministers. 

Neither he can do anything contrary to their advice nor can he do any

thing without their advice. It is argued by the Political Scientists 

that the words •aid and advise" are "Constitutional euphemisrn" 29 and 

that in r-eality the President has no choice but to act upon the advice 

of his mini ster s. 

27 • z.M.Qurali sh, Struggle for Ra§trapati Bhawan, New Delhi I Allied 
~ubl isher s, 197 3, p.25. 

28. The Constitution (42nd Amendment) .~t, 1976, adds as follows 
to Article 74{1) 1 " •••• the President who shall, in the exercisa 
of his function, act in accordance with advice.• 

29. H.M.Jain, The Union Executive, Allahabad 1 Chaitanya PubliS"ling 
House, 196 9, P .126 • 
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So a specific question, if in any particular case the President 

did not act upon the advice of his council of Ministers, would that )De 

tantamout to a violation of the Constitution and wOUld he be liable 

to impeachment 1 Dr. Ambedkar replied 1 •'l'he-se i-s n-ot the si.i<jltest 

doubt about i t.• 30 

Shri Alladi Krishnaswami Ayyar stated this position more empha

tically as follows a 

•••• The point raised as to the necessity of a prOVision is en

tirely without Slbstance. We have provided in Article 61 ( 3) that the 

Council of ministers shall be collectively responsible to the House 

of the people. If the President stands in the way of the council of 

ministers dis:harging that responsibility to the House he will be C}lilty 

of violation of the constitution and he will be even liable to impeach

ment. Therefore, it is merely a emphemistic way of saying that the 

President shall be <}.lided by the advice of his ministers in the exercise 

of his functionso 31 

This line Of thinking was advanced by K.Santhanam in an ~to~ther 

different style. He said 1 

• ••• that there ,Jihall be a co•.mcil of ministers with the 
Prirre Minister at the head to aid aoo advise the President 
in the exercise of his functions. That does not mean that 
normally the function of the Prime Minister is to aid or 
advise tte President in the exercise of his functions. In 
fact, the position is altogether opposite or the reverse. 
It is thus the Prime Minister's business with the support 

30-. C .A.n., Vol.lO, P ,.269. 

31. Ibid., P.27Q-271. 
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of the Council of Ministers to rule the country and the 
President may be permit ted now and then, to aid and 
advise the council of Minister::t' .32 

Indeed, the above analyses were the running theme of the Procee

dings of the constituent Assent:>ly and was lent support to at one tine 

or the other by almost all the prominent meni:>er s of the Constituent 

Asserrbly. 

However, this debate was inconclusive. It ttust be said in 

fairness to Dr. Rajendra Prasad that even as Fresident of the Consti

tuent Assembly, he had been repeatedly drawing to the inadequacy of 

the expression "aid and advice" in binding the President to the advice 

of the ministers. His efforts were in vain and in his valedictory 

speech before the Assembly Dr. Rajendra Prasad said a 

•Although there are no specific provisions in the 
Constitution itself ma-king it binding on the Pre
siddent to accept the advice of his ministers, it 
is hoped that the convention under which in En9).and 
the king acts always on the advice of his ministers 
will be established in this country, and, the Pre
sident not so rruch on account of the written word 
in the constitution, but as the result of this very 
healthy convention, will b~come a constitutional 
l'resid ent in all matter !I. 3 

Holding this view, T.T. l<rismaa.a.chari pointed out a 

•one of the chief defects of this constitution is that 
we have not anywhere mentioned that the President is 
a Constitutional head and the future of the .Pre sident• s 
power is therefore doubtful ••• so far as the relation
ship ofthe President with the cabinet is concerned, I 

32. Ib.id., Vol.7. P.l.lSS...-56. 

33. C.A.D. Vol.ll, P.98a. 



must say that we have, SJ to say, completely copied 
the system of responsible Government that is func
tioning in Great Britain todaY' • 34 

3-. P~ower s and Position of Pre;id-en~ 

There was wide divergence of opinion in the Constituent Assembly 

regarding the Fresiden tia.l. powers. infact; no body knew precisely where 

the President stoo:i vis-a-,ris the Prime Minister on an overall inter-

pretation of the relevant ~ticles when the Constituent Assent>ly was 

finally adopted. 

To begin with, the Constitutional text expressly dotes the 

President with extensive Powers. A series of Articles ~example Article 

75. as. 111. 123, 352-60 etc.) indicates that certainly the makers 

of our Constitution didnot want to have -~re fic;Jlre head .. President . 

As Munshi rightly pointed out 1 

34. 

35. 

•The President was expected to be a political force 
representing national unity and was well invested 
with auch authority, dignity and residual Power, 
so that wnen political Farties develope6 inflexible 
attitudes, he being above party, could restrain 
their excesses and defend the constitution. His 
principal role was to prevent a parliamentarl' Go
vernment f.rorn becoming parliamentary anarchy"', or a 
majority Government from indulging in Constitutional 
exce sse fl' • 35 

Ibid •• Vol.lO• P • 5#56. -
K.M. Munshi, The President Under the Indian Con§titution, 
Bombay• Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, 1963. P.26. 
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'!9 make this point explicit, Dr. Munshi again added a 

•The position of the President was Pivotal ••• so 
that he mic;jlt n~ sink into a fig.ll'e head as in pre de 
Gaulle France or become a formal di~it~y like the 
GGvernnor General of a British Dominion.36 

B.N .Rau. in ~:l.s mem~um proposed that the President be 

vested with •discre~ionar'"~~r!l', explaining that •al.thouc;tl under 
:.:> --·~'/J .. ·_ 

responsible CJovernment, the Hearl of the State acts for a most part 

on the advice of ministers responsible to the Legislatures, neverthe-

less, there are certain matters in whiCh he is entitled to exercise 

his own dis=retion.• 37 

However, UCC rejected the concept of di s::retionary powers for 

the President. While drawing up the list of Presidential attributions, 

provided not only for a proceeure of inq:;eachment, but also opined 

clearly that the •President• s Fo.....er to dissolve the lower d'l.amber of 

the Federal Legislature should be exercised onl}· on the advice of the 

minister tf • 38 

It will be well tor ernerrber that no member of the Constituent 

Assembly ever SJ.ggested that the President should be an independent 

organ of power or that he !hOUld not be bound by the ~vice of his 

ministers. No member had the slightest doubt in his mind that the 

36. K.M.Mun~i. Indian Con;titutional Docurrents, VOl I, Op.cit, 
P.255 

37. B.s. Rao, op.cit, vo1.2, P.476. 

38. Ibid •• P .555. -
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President they were providing for was to be a Constitutional Presidebt 

occupying the same place as the king under the British constitution. 

To put it sharply in the words of Ambedkar a 

.. Under the constitution, the President occupied 
the same as the kin9 under the F;nglish Consti
tutions. The President was "the head of the 
state but not of Executive•. He represents the 
nation but does not rule the nation. He is the 
synt>ol of the t~ at ion. His place in the admini
stration is that of a ceremonial advice on a 
seal by which the nations decisions are made 
known.39 -· . 

Conforming to this analysis, Austin says, •Munshi' s thesis 

is an unwarranted assumption not borne out by the document~. 40 

Infact, the theory of Parliamentary Government can not be 

reconciled with the theory of an independent Fresidential Power for 

the simple reason that the cabinet cannot be a1pposed to serve two 

masters. 

Conclusion a 

To conclude, the s:ope of Presidential l--owers arxi his status 

touched off a serious constitUtional auci i'olitical Controversy in the 

Constituent Assembly. But the clearcut tilt was towards, establishing 

a British type of Parliamentary Exe<futive. Dr. Ambedkar said to the 

Constituent &ssemblyt 

39. 

40. 

c • A .D • Vol • 7, P • 3 2- 3 3. 

G.Austin, lnoian Constitution a Corner stone of a Nation, 
Oelhia Oxford University Pre.ss, 1966, P .121-122, footnote. 
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'l'he title of the functionary reminds one of the 
President oft he United States. But beyong iden
tity of names there is nothingJil··common between 
the forms of Government Prevalent in America and 
the form of Government proposed under the Draft 
Constitution. The American form of Government is 
callea the Presidential system of \Jovernment, tA'lat 
the Draft Proposes is the 1-arliarrentary ~stem. 
The two are fundamentally different •••• 41 

Thus, from the above analyses of the debates, we can discern 

that our fOUnding fathers had establi ::tled a Parliamentary form of 

Government, for they thought, it would best &lit to the Indian con

ditions. 

D 

The Formatiye Year~ of the Nehry, Phase 

The early years that followed the commencement of the constitut.ion 

were a perioo of great stress and strain for nation, a difficult tiae 

and one ridden with many crises. Besides the stupendous task of build

ing the structure of farliamentary Polity in a country ravaged by 

colonial rule for many generations, the newl. y born Republic of India 

had to face the needs of reconstructuring the nation's economy badly 

battered by the burdens and aftermath of worldwar • the tragic conse-

quences oft he partition of the country, the responsibility of rehabili

tation of the uprooted millions and acute shortage of essential food 

grains. !n the bac k.ground of all this, that India's repre santative 

institutions and the system of Parliamentary democracy endured was 

a great tribute to their strength and resilience and to the leader ~p 

of Jawaharlal Nehru. Nehru had an unflinching faith in the Parliamentary 
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institutions which gave ad i stinct strength and stature to our polity 

under Nehru era. This section even at the risk of some repetition 

' would endeavour to focus on Nehru s thinking on the importance of 

llarlia.nentary institutions a 

Soon after the Republic was created there arose some s:>lid 

differences between the President al"il tte Frime minister in regard to 

their respective role perceptions and relationship with each other. 

In March 1950, President frasad in a note to Prime Minister Nehru 

raised certain issues in regard to his powers to act irdependently of 

the advice of the council of ministers. 42 Then President Prasad sought 

the opinion of the Attornery-General. M.C. Setalvad in the matter of 

the constitutional position of the President vis-a-vis the Prime mini

ster and his cabinet. In his note sent to the fresent, setalvad opined 

that the President had the right to dismiss the· ministry and dissolve 

the parliament. Armed with At tarney-General' s opinions, Prasad wrote 

to "''"ehru and raised the following points a 

1. that President could not be expected to give assent to Bills 

without knowing the details and backgrand thereof and that he 

had the power to withhold assent to Bills in his di ~retion1 

ii. that in the matter of sending nessages to Farliament in respect 

of a Bill or otherwise, he could act in his dis::retionl 

42. H.N .Pan<lit, The P.l1' s President, Delhi a S.Chand & Co.l974 
P .91, Appendix I • 
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iii. that he cOUld dismiss a minister or the ministry, dissolve 

~arliament and order fresh general election; 

iv. that a's-the supreme commander of the Defence Forces, he could 

send for the chiefs and ask for information about defence matters: 

v. that there were basic differences between the position of the 

British Monarch and that the President of Iooia, viz., heredi

tary V. elective office, unitary v.federal nature of polity 

and the .~movability of the Fresident by impeachment. The 

llresi.dent was not bound to act on the advice of council of 

ministers "against the decision of the state authority e~n 

in matters falling exclusively within latter's juri91iction• • 

The Constitution did •not admit a wholesae importation of all 

practices and conventions of the British constiU!tion•! 3 To 

reply, Rehru consulted the Attorney-General, whose opinion 

differed from Prasad • s own interpretation of his Prerogative s~4 

A.t the back of all this controversy was perhaps the Hindu code 

Bill, to which President Prasad was radically opposed. He felt that 

such a revolutionary measure wh:ich would Change the personal law of 

the Hindus should not be pressed in the PrOVisional Parliament becau.se 

it was indirectly elected and didnot have the mandate of the people 

at a General election. There were also some other minor i~s.1es on 

43. ~., P.16-11 and p.96, Appendix II. 

44. Ibid, P.16-11. 
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which the Presi.dent-Primeminister relationship was subjected to strains. 45 

Despite all these differences between the two CJ['eats, as Durga Oas p.1ts 

it, •the concern for the proprieties of Fublic Corr:iuct,• prevented a 

crisis in the President-Primeminister relationshJ..p developing and can.tng 

into the open. 46 

'l'owards the fag end of 1960, the controversy regarding the 

President• s Powers and 1ll.nct1ons erupted acp.in and this time very 

rruch in the open. 'l'be Salvo was fired by President Dr. Rajendra Prasad 

when he made a controversial ~eech at the Indian Law Institute at 

Delhi on 28 Noveni>er 1960. The question of the position of the Pre-

sident v:!.s-a-vis the Prime-minister and the CQJnr;il of ministers had 

been raised and dis::ussed earlier but it seemed someW'lat odd that it 

shOUld again be raised openly in this manner by no other than the 

President of the Constituent Asserrbly and was very closely associated 

with the framing and adoption of the Constitution. It had been firw.ly 

established by that time that the President was to act on the advice 

tendered by the Council of Ministers. Constitutionally the President 
/ 

could do little on his own accord thoucp he naturally carried tremen -

dou s pre sti<}! a00 influence as a per son occupying the hicjlest office 

of the state • 

Nonetheless, or. Prasad had certain doubts about the extent of 

the President• s powers and raised them in the following form a 

See s.c. Kashyap, History of Parliamentary Democracy a From 
the Earliest Time to the End of the Nehru Er4, Delhi 1 'Shl:Pra 
Publication, 1991, P.l87--l92-. 

uuoted in H..N .. Fa.ndit, op.cit., P.17 and P.101, Appendix III. 
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• •••• the que sUon which I should 1 ike to be studied 
and investigated is the extent to 'Which and the 
matters in respect of which, if any, the power and 
functions of the f·resident differ from those of the 
Sovereicp of Great Britain. Generally what are the 
Points in respect of '41ihich the powers and functions 
of the two are the same and what are the points, i~ 
any, and the extent to Which they differ ? In this 
c-onnection, 1~: may-be pointed out that there 1 s no 
provision in the Constitution which in so many words, 
lays down that the President shall be bound to act 
in accordance with the advice of his c Qlncil of 
ministers • • • • The question which has to be inve st.i
gated is how far these and other Provisions go to
wards making the functions and powers of the President 
identical with those of Monarch of Great Britain• .47 

Not wholly unexpectedly, this led to a stm:my debate. The 

actual reasons for this controversy could be the attitudinal diff-

erences between thesa two giants. Whatever their differences. When 

a Public debate started on Prasad's remarks and his attention was 

drawn to it Prasad was quick to realise the need for dissolving the 

CJntroversy and des:ribed his Law Institute remarks as a •carual 

reference• only. 48 Nehru, for his part, decided not to raise any 

public controversy. He was cang::ious ot the nuances of delicate 

issues. D epl or ing over this issue, he said a 

4'7. 

48. 

"It is embarrassing for me to dis::uss the President. 
But since the matter has been dis::ussed so nuch, 
let ne say that I rather doubt if the President 
himself attached much value to this point. If yw 
look up the reports of the Constituent Assembly, 

.aa jendra Prasad Speeche§, 1960-61, New Delhia Government of 
India Publications Division, 1962, P. 164-66. 

The Hindustan Times \New Delhi), 29 November, 1960. 
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you will find our ~resident who was the President 
of the Constituent Assenbly had himself dis=ussed 
this matter at some length and given his position 
on it, even then.•49 

Nehru asserted that the President is always a Constitutional 

head. He didn't see this contrOversy fit enough to cause an amend-. 

ment to the relevant articles to remove the elements of the so called 

ambiguity. Nehru reiterated his profound faith in the Constitution 

and said 1 

•we have been functioning for ten years and more. 
we have modelled our Constitution on the Parli
amentary System and not on what is called the 
Presidential System, althooc;jl we have copied or 
rather adopted many provisions of the u.s.Con
stitution because ours is a federal Constitution. 
Essentially our Constitution is based on the U.K. 
farliamentary model. That is the basic th1ng.1n 
fact, it is stated that wherever it does not -
expressly say anything, we should follow the 
practice of the House of COmmons in the u.K."SO 

CONCLUSION a 

In fine, the assertion of Fresidential Fowers by Dr. Prasad 

within the existing Constitution is, to 9lbscribe Zins view, an 

"internal struggle• 51 of the i'residentialists. However, this asser

tion refused to take shape of any Constitutional crisis, although, 

it caused certain amount of embarrassments to both the offices of 

49. 

so. 
51. 

Jawaharlal Nehru's Speeches, Vol.4, New Delhia Government of 
India Publications Division, 1963, P.l00-101. 

Ibid. -
Max Jean Zin s, Strains on I pd. ian Democracy, New Delhi, ABC 
'Publishing House, 1988, P.l06. 
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President and Prime Minister under Indi&n Cenatituti•• As a matter 

•£ fact. the feundiag fathers ef eur Censtitutien these whe were at 

·the 11-el-. --.£-~. c-eui--d------net aff«d t•- questi--en- the-i:r -ewn judge

neat a and kept the Puliuaentuy de~UCracy going smeethly Uld safely. 

with the Censtituti«lu Pra~atism. Public marality and Political 

a&c;Jilcity ef the feundin-Q fathers •£ eur Censtitution. the democratic 

Pelity survived in the face ef grave crises during the infancy •£ 

•ur a epublic. 
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A 

It :1s useful to recall that in the Constituent Ass.em~ .itS-elf 

SaDe menbera had expressed SC'1o1JS doubts about the suitability of 

the west miDSter model fe1r a diverse and heterogeneous country like 

Inda and suggested alternative moclel.S of GovC'Dient like the 

Presidential SJS"tea of the OOA, the oo~pere.t1ve systfl!l of Switzer

l&Dd aDd the 8em1;!reetient1al. SJStaa of !ranee. :But Wehru, Ambedka:r, 

K.JI. Jlunshi and other jmportant m•bers of ~e Aesembl.y pressed for 

the adoption of the west minSter model largely on the grOU!ld of 

famUiarity. The model worked rea.ao~l.7 well so long as the . 

~are of the Constitution, wbo bad dfJ'Ieloped a fellow feeling 

1ft their CCIDIIlon struggle for freedom and were also consc :l.ous of the 

value of sound conventions in the working ot the West-Minster model., 

remainecl active. But as they passed away and a new generation of 

politicians took over and unprecedented political caapul81ona anerged 

from the heterogeneity in IndiA, the seriova deficiencies of the 

west minster syet• 1D the Indian situation rwealed themselves 

1B an 1ncreas1Dgl.1 manacillg maMer.· 

Within tw years of Pandit lfehru •s death, h1S close colleague, 

K.K. llunshi, wbo was a m&Dber of the Drafting COIIIDittee of tho Oonsti

tuent J.asaabl.7 OOIDDlented on the experience of the first 17 ,-ears ot 

our Constitution as UDder: 
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"Those of us wbo supported the :British Cabinet 
Systa:n to which we were accustomed, thought that it 
would work effectively in India, but I must confess 
that we have taUed to evolve the two-party democra
tic systen. Our denocratic instincts have proved 
immature. The Congress is faUi.ng to pieces. Many 
opposition parties have no constitutional outlook~ 
The Cabinet Systan of Government baa not been ·a 
success. The Central Government bas been wobbly. We 
are heading towards a situation in which either the 
Presidential System or military rule would becane 
inevitable. "1 

Most people wiJ.l agree that need of the hour iS to search a 

system which may prevent the frittering away of national energies in 

the demoralising political squabbling and bargaining and wUl share 

the view with Dr. K .M. Munshi. The talk of a suitable and effective 

system 1.S not a Buiden out burst. From •60 •s onwards, coinciding 

with the gradual erosion of the Congress Party•s Parliamentry Majority, 

with the sharpening of political antagon~. with the fall in Nehru's 

prestige and popul.a.rity, in short with the beginning of the Congress 

decl1ne, that the thrust of the advocates of Presidential reg:ime 

became direct and public. 

This PoliticaJ. Context during which the debate was floated 

can be dealt in three phases. The first phase stretches tlll 1969, 

the second covers the 1969 cr:LsiB, the third lasts from 1975-77. 

Thereafter, begins a new period, where the queat:lon of PresidentiAl 

Powers iS posed sanewhat differently. 

1. K.M. Munsbi, lntl 1a •s Constitutional Do<PAent. yol.1, 
Pilg1m9£e to Fr:t:aom· ln~-1950, Bombay: 
Bbaratiya Vidya Bbavan, 9 7, p ... 274 .. -
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a) Tbe !ksj; Ela''' Till the grisis pt 1969. 

Prom the middle of the 60•s the d&D&nd for a Presidentml 

Govel'l'lllen't gained moment\11. In 1965, for the firSt t.ime irl the 

hiStory of the Congress Part,. R. Ventataraman (at that tim-e minister 

of Industry in the State of Madras) subiDitted a resolution to th:IS 

affect at the AICC meeting of Ba~e-.;2 !he resolution could not 

be put on the agenda due to the Pakistani aggression at that time.: 

Venkataraman explained later' tblt hiS proposal aimed at ensuring 

greater stability at the Union level, as a President elected by 

direct univm-sal suffrage would not be dependent upon the chang~ 

fortunes of the majority party 1n P&rliament. 

Then came the 4th General Elections held in 1967, ill wbioh 

the Congress suffered serious reverses. 'rhe result of the 1967 

Elections produced a sbock wave which was felt not onl.y withirl a 

badly divided Congress but throughout the Indian Political Systar;' 

The electorate was seen to bave brought to an end the era of 

Congreaa dcminance. J. ntDber of non Congress Govenaenta came to 

power in the States and the margin of preponderance of tbe Congress 

Party in the Parliament itseJ.f waa reduced by more tbln 80 see.ta. 4 

2. 

4. 

atat""DM, 29-5, 1965• 

Sw&ralya, 10.1.1976, pp.1-J. 

Rajnikotbari, "Political Change of 1967" 1n !commie 1n4 
¥olitioal W!!kJ.y. JBGuary (Annual W'tllber ~, 1971, p.2J1. 
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Key Congress leaders incluiing the Party President Kaz:tra.j and several 

important regional bosses like S .K. PatU, .ltulya Ghosh etc. were 

defeated. fbe overall consequance of thiS 'debacle' was felt in a 

s_er.ies ot UpSets 1n the states • -a great d-ea1- -o·f Gov-ernmental insta

bility and infact it sjgna.lled a new phase in the developnent of the 

Ind :tan Polity. 

J.dmittedJ.7, the result of 1967 elections bad deeper ram1:t1-

cat1ons for the electorate, the Political Par.ties, the natinna.l and 

State Govenaents and the country's approach to the policy issues'.' 

But the main tbru8t of this change was a decline in Congress !a.rty•s 

hitherto predominant position, though the decline wa-s by no means 

catastrophic. 

Indian party System baS generally been characterized by one 

Party dominance. Morr.1S Jones thinks of this dominant Party System 

as one of "open icteraction and open party structure. "5 To quote 

Rajni Kot~i, "There is plurality within the dominant party which 

makes it more representative; prav:ide fiexibility and austain 

internal groups and movements from outside party and thus prevent 
6 other parties from gaining strength. But the twenty years of one 

party daDinance bad caae to an end 1n that electoral upbea9al in 

5. 

6. 

W .B. MorriS-Jones, ;f,olit1Q.s MAWly Ir9.,n, Wew Delhi: Orient 
IA>nsman, i 978, p .2 7·. 

Bajni Kothari, "!he Congress System in India", in his l!D.x 
SX§tem and ~;~~~=-i~·~ ~~!gnU fum ot the cenkaUJCr:n;~ =~· 
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which both the Congress and India had reached a nEM turning point 

J.n post-independence development, for the Congress woUld bave to 

adjust to its loss of hegano117 wbil.e the Indian politicaJ. systaza 

adjusted to a shift :trom one party domi!lance to mult1partiem~"7 

With the loss of Congress hegaaorq, the Country was p1Uil8ed 

1Dto a state of Political instabUity. The Political system was 

exposed to the evus of floor crossing by the legiSlators. There 

was an end&Dio defection of legiSlators from one party to another, 

danorali.Bation of d&Docratic institutions, an increase in corruption 

and with it a growing popUlar CyniciSm toward Politics, Political. 

Parties and the Political system itself. 

Also, irl the resUltirlg shake up of the Congress elite, no one 

emerged strong enough to achieve his ends unaffected by the pattern 

of consensus, comproraise, accommodation and bargaining which bad 

once been encouraged as party of the Congress dedication to danocratic 

ideals but which inoreas:tftg]Jr after the 4th General Elections, became 

the sole means of party and personal survival. 

Wo where was the sense of frustration and alienation as strong 

as among major sectors of the Indian business elite. By early 1968, 

the steady erosion of political stability was leading sectors of the 

7o S .A. Kochanek, The Co~ess Part~ of India a Tbe Il;ynDmics ot 
one Pi De;aocra f' ... Princetol:\ 1 Princeton 
University Press, 96.8-, p-.407. 
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business cCIIIllunity to question openl.y the viability of the exiSting 

Polit1cal Syst81l irl India. On Pebruary 1968, J .R .D. 'lata, a business 

tycoon told that the lDdiaD Political SysteD was fa1J.1D4b; llorecwer, 

he continued, "the BritiSh Parliamentary System of Government• •• ·~· is 

unsuited to conditions in our Count%")", to the tEmperament of our 
. 8 

people and to our historical background." He suggested Scrapping 

it ill favour of a Presid.Emtial. system. Under such a systaa, he 

argued, a chief executive elected for a fixed term woUld be "irrEmo

vable and free to govern through Cabinets of experts •••• "bo may, 

but need not include Professional PoliticianS. •9 Under a President :tal 

systc, then, India would gaiD both stabUity and expertiSe iD the 

management of Public affairS. In thiS connection, the interview 

done in 1967 by Stanley Xocbanek1 0 
of 71 industrial:18ta belonging 

to 75 lead 1ng business houses was s~ificant. Most of them endorsed 

the opinion expressed by !ata. The tenor of replies was as follows: 

we want a stable and able Government. With the present system you 

get a crowd who are 18norant of Goverraent and adminiStrative 

procedure and altbough Govel'llllent may lave a large nllllber ot miniS

ters, no real work 18 done. Moreover, Goverraent becomes unstable 

and where Govermaent becom-ee unstable business su:tt:ers. • Por others, 

"the problan with the P&rli.amentary Sy&t81l :l.8 that it does not p\ISh 

a. 

9. 

10. 

J .R .D. Tate., §;erctJ Delivered at the Sixtieth Annual General. 
meeting of ths Indian meTCb?.nts chamber, Bombayz 
'rata Press, 196S, pp.21-22.' 

Ibid., p.26. 

S .A. locbanek, BnflinMS W .. Polijigl 1n ~j.&L ~~J th1re
r&1t7 of Ctl.litorn-:La Preas, . 974, p.'3;-. 
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up the r~ht people. There 1S a great deal of ability and talent 

in India which 1Js &:imply not used and the greater tragedy is that 

a great deal of India •s brain Power goes unused am the brains simply 

do not want to work under the Present System, which iS st ±ning." 

The solution accordjng to thf.ID, was to adopt the Pres1dentia1 System, 

which •gives liberty without destroying the effectiveness of Govern

ment. "
11 

T:Ul 1969, these opinions ranained 'personal' in cbaractere' 

Even though significant, they stayed more or less &oadEI!lico The 

criSiS of 1969, tor the first time created the conditions for their 

imp lED entation:;.' 

b) 2:hft Socaod Pbfse 1 The Cris:ie of 1969. 

In the fall of 1969, the IDd:.taD watjonaJ. Congraea suffered 

a major Split; it was clearly the most Sm"ioUS criSis the Congress 

bad Suffered in its post-independence hiStory as the rulillg Party~i 

The CataJ.yat behind the Congress Split seemed to have been conflicts 

over power among the post Nehru Congress elites, which in addition 

to purely p-ersonal differences also came to diSplay elEilents of 
12 

ideological sed generational differences. The two sets of compe-

t ing elites within the Party took rather antitheticaJ. postures 1n 

the ensuing criSiS 1 the Indicate (Pro-Indira Group) considered 

Ibid. -
12. 
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it in purely 'ideological' terms and the Syndicate (the Old Guard) 

in those of a s:imple conflict for power." 

In addition, competit.ion for power between different elEments 

of the party leadership prompted them to mobiliSe new bases o't mass 

support. For reasons tf generational differences, Mrs. Gandhi and 

her al.lies were successfUl in projecting thansel.vea as the propo

nents of a new level of social and political mobilization 1n the 

country, as opposed to the Syndicate, whose public image seemed to 

be more conservative and traditional.iBtic~ 

Faced at first with a formidable array of forces against 

her in the Party, Mrs. Gandhi took initiative to take the whole 

iSsue to a broader arena than the !>arty. Through a series of 

popul.i.Bt-:t~etrc-s and policy Shifts - e.g., the demand for "Conscie

nce Voting" in the Presidential election, bank nationalization, 

abolition of Privy Pur~es and other Princely Privileges. Mrs. 

Indira Gandhi succeeded 1n generat 1ng a tremendous popUlar upsurge 

1n her favour.13 The Syndicate, initially considerably stronger 

suffered a. progressive depletion of support within the party until 

Mrs. Gandhi's faction eventually EDerged as the majority faction 
"'I and forced the syndicate runp to Split'.-

13. Por Details see B .B. Misra, The Conaese Party l;}nd Goyermnen:li: 
Pol icY and Pertonnange, New Delhi : C~ncept 
PubliShing Company, 1988, pp.215-24st'~7 
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Another notable incident during the crisiS period of 1969 

was 'the str~gle for Presidential Succession after the premature 

death of Zalcir Hussain. In an extl'aordinarUy riSky move des~ed 

to tree herselt :from Syndicate tutelage and constraints• Krs. Gandhi 

engineered the defeat of Sanjiva Reddy, a syndicate msber wlxll the 

party bad nominated tor Pres:ident of India, by unofficially back~ 

V .v. Giri, an independent candidate wbo conveniently bad entered the 

race. These events created a deep schiSm which was unable to main

tain its unity despite the frantic attempts to the contrary o'! the 

Pr:l:me llinistere· 

The &i&ni:t:lcance of the Congress split for Indian political 

syataa staamed from the centrality to the political process of the 

Coagrese led predomiD&nt party eystan - a system in which a broad 

based and inclusive "Party of Consensus 1 
"
14 (the Congress) occupied 

the dominant, central position with a multiplicity of legally legiti

mate but electoraJ.ly ineffectual opposition parties on the margins. 

The split of 1969 had marked the decline of what Kothari cans the 

"Congress Systaa."15 Por the firSt tme since independence, the 

political domination of the Congress was threateaed. fbiB Conjunc

ture was au the more threatening as no alternative capable of 

guaranteeing the stability of the State was in sight'~ 

14. 

15. 

M.P. Singh, op.cit., po40o 

Por Deta:UB see Rajni Kothari, "The Congress Syste 1n Indm" 
~ Aegrn Surygy, vol.4, no.12, Deoaaber 1964, 
pp.11~1173 a~ ;r'he Congress Syat• Revisit.ed: 
A Decenial Review 1D As~ Surye;y, vo·l.14,no .. 12, 
Deca~ber 1974, pp.1~1 s·; 
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It :1.8 preciSely in thiS perspective that the advocates ot 

"8trong President" irlscribed their own reflections on the President 

ot the Republic and built Up a case to project him as the ultimate 

guarantor of the constitution, the last rampart of the state against 

threats ot destabilization. It 1S therefore not a pure accident, 

that, to quote Barish Xhare, "Since the 4th General Elections, a 

persiStent attempt bas been made to graft on the Constitution of 
16 

India a new doctrine of an activist Presjdenoy." sub~ribing 

thia vi• the Economist Prcm IDndoD wrote t~t "India's neur Political 

make up may make possible or daD&nd, a more active Presidency. •17 

Moreover, with the 1969 criSis, the elanent of consensus began 

to erode within the Congress party and with thiS also eroded the 

Prime Minister's arbitration capacity. Increas1."1g]_y it was perceived 

as a dictate. During this yf?IJ.r, Mrs. Gandhi was repeatedly accused 

of dictatorship. It iS in these oircUDstances t~t the Presidents 

role required a new dimension. Opposition looked elSewhere for 

the arbitrator t:tat it had lost with the Prime llinister 1 in the 

Office ot the President-~ 

16. H. Xbare, "The Indian Prime -MiniSter 1 A Plea for Institu-
tionalization of Power" in ,tournBJ ot Consj;:f~~f:!onaJ 
and Parliamentar% 5tl.ll1es, January - March , 
vo1.5, no.1, p.36'.' 

17. JconomiS~, 15e4e1967(f:cboosirlg a President"). 
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A conjUDCtion of diverse factors, reflecting the depth of the 

criSiS affectillg the states explains that a modif1cst1on 1n India •s 

oonstitution&J. practice could lave oooured at thiS juncture·. A few 

years later, another criSiS -much more acute furnished the oppertu

ni-t,. to attaapt a l;egal tranUo-rma-t-ion o'l lftd·m•s political regjme 

trom a Parliamentary to Presidential form. 

!be Faergenoy was more than a single shocking episode - it 

was in a sense a water Shed in the hiStory of post-independence 

India. Prom 1975 onwards, the CODgress PBrty experienced not only 

the centralization of power within it but the establi.Sbmerrt of 

personal rule over it.. fhis period aJJso witnessed popular movements 

in most part of the country centring around corrUption, Congress 

miSrule, price-rise etc. In a desperate bid to save her regime l!re• 

Gandhi out short the danocra tic process and went for the Emergency 

'to suppress the riSing mass discontent. 'lbe Emergency was thuS, 

understandable as a consi.Btent expression of Mrs~ Gandhi's politica.J. 

style and temperament aa a continuation of her tendency to concent

rate political. power.- And under the rul.e of Mrs. Gandhi CongTees 

rana ined as an autocratic and monolithic system. Kothari described 

the period of 1975-76 aa a "Year of depoliticization" and bravely 

called for a restoration of "the political process in its fullness", 

&dd:1ng that "witlx>ut an active political process no civll society 

can endure for long."18 

18. Bajn.i Kothari, StA:te- Aainst ~ : In Sergh at A 
f~i!-t ~· llttlhi 1 Ajanta Publications, 

- - ' P• . • 
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No'twithSta.nd~ its vagueness, the lbergency bad certain 

tangible effects on the broader socio-politicaJ. milieu. The popUlar 

reaction agaihst the repressive state during the l!hlergeney got mani

fested 1n the 1977 General. Elections which swept out of power a 

leader and her ·1oterie for a 19 monthS of arbitrary and capricious 

rule. It not only marked an end to the callous rule of Mrs. Gandhi 

but also sounded the deatbknell of the "Congress Systan• itselt. 

It happened as the three major bases ot its support the rural electo

rate, the Kusl:ims and the Ba.rijans . bad au.enated from it in good 

measure in the wake of Emergency excesses.19 

Another significant ~feet of the Emergency was the Opposition 

Unity agaU1st the Indira Gandhi autocracy and for this the J.P. move

ment 1n Bihar am Gujarat provided the best opportunity. 'l'his united 

opposition dethroned Congress in 1977 Elections, marked a shift ill 

political. competition - from intra party to inter party canpetition, 

and introduced a sharp bipolarity into the polity. 

Objectively speaking, trom 70's onwards the process of cen~li

zation of political power started and the Prime llini.Ster was seen as 

Congress •a most vital resource. Gradually thiS eV'olution took on such 

significance that a few commentators on the Ind1an Political. Scene 

could ask "Is India mov 1ng towards a Prime MiniS trial SystEm7"20 They 

began to define Council of MiniSters as the Prime-4!1n1Ster•a "Cab1net•~1 

19. 

20. 

21. 

Iqbal warairl, "India 1977 a PTCIII Promise to D:lSencbantment?" 
in Aspn Suryg, Pebruary 1978, vol.1B,no.2,p.112.1 

Hell. Jain, "Ch&agirtg role of the Prime M1n1Btera Is India mov~ 
towardS a Pr'iae KizljJSterial Sy:s"te~D• in Jourpal, o:t "he 
ih' Sm;im tgr STtdy at State Goyem:um•, April

eptenber, 1973, vo1.6, no.2-3, p.121. 
Ibid., p.128. 
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It was viewed in this context that the Pr:1me Minister "emerged as 

an independent Executive for more comparable to tbat exiSting in 

Pres:l4ential than Parliamentary Systan." 

B 

'lHE QUBSTIQN OJ' COl@Tl1'UfiONAL CHAH{B 

The per:iod of Emergency because of its Vf!lrJ nature turned 

out to be the most propitious for the sharpening of the debate on 

systeraic change_ •. Fran the very first monthS of the Emergency, 

strong pressures were brought to bear in favour of Constitutional 

changes. To the extent that Constitutional reform in au its aspects 

became one of the major political ques~tion of the years 1975-TI, it 

would no doubt be improper to reduce the constitutional debate of 

thiS period to just one dimension : the ProblEm or a Pres 1dent1al. 

regjme. 

a) 'f'be Motivat1on for Chapge. 

The ruling Congress Party affil'med tmt there :ls nothing 

sacrosanct in the constitution if it went against the aapirations 

and ideals of the Indian People. It came to the conclusion that 

evUs have crept into our systaD and it faUed to ensure the freedom 

of the individuals. 22 On the basis of this asemption the ruling 

party favoured certain changes in the systSD·~· 

22. Sbr;imati Indira Gan4hi on Danoorac~, New Delhi : Publications 
Division, January 1977, p.2 ··• 
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But beneath this assunption, there was a dttferent reality 

which need to be grasped. Atter 1965, when the tirst Official 

Congress resolution asking the party to go for a Presidential regime 

was fonnuJ.ated, the 'President1al1st' danand was increasingly arti

cUlated by big business circles and the Conservative elanenta fran 

within and without the Congress·.; They tried to use the Presidential 

office in support of their offensive against Governmental policiee:~'23 

rhe political criSiS of 1969, which crystal1Sed on the issue of bank 

nationalization and the Presidential elections, 1S an illustration 

of this reality. It also revealed for the first time, in Indian Cont

Emporary history, that the Country's Constitutional Institutions 

were very much a political stake in the struggle for state power·; 

A. parallel developnent during thl.S period was the increasing 

politicaJ. instability, which appeared at firSt in the different 

Indian states before reaching the union itself. Manifestation of 

a three d:fmensional crisiS of the state, of the "Congress Syatao" 

and of the 'Power bloc •a" leadership24 - it engendered a marked 

process of concentration of power in the bandS of Pr.ime Minister . 

The ruJ.es of the Parliamentary systan were distorted am it became 

more appropriate to quaJ.ify the new emergent political set....tp as the 

23. Zins, Max Jean, smws on !ndiap Dgnocracx, New Delhi : ABC 
Publishing House·~ 

24. Ibid. 
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Prime-Ministerial syst&D, which in its different aspects, differed 

basically l.ittl.e from a Pres identi.al system. The period of the 

lfmergency, bore witness to this evol.utionary process. 'Pres1dent1.al1st' 

or •Presidential Prine MinisteriaJ.iat' Schanes proliterated; beyond 

their differing nuances, an amed at the setting up of an an powErful 

Executive, free ~ the constramts of P8.rl:lamentary pull.s and press-

urea. 

b) A,] terna,tives Spgi'ested. 

In the beginning of 1976, the debate was accelerated with the 

publication by Mainstream of text which had been circulating under 

cover. 25 It asserted tb:\.t it bad been conceived "in the l~ht of 

the experiences of the working of democracy in our country during 

the past twenty-tive years", and addedl 

" towards thiB end, among other things, the 
unobstructed working of the Executive in the interest 
of the people within the full period of them andate 
that they give to the lb:eoutive at the time of tree 
and fair elections, must be ensured: so that the 
nation •s Chief Executive puts the requiSite authority 
to the fullest use ot the nation without let or hind
ranoe, fear or favour, according to hiS wisdom. and 
c onsc ieno e." 

The text further stated : "Since our Pres :Sdent is thus elected 

by a popular direct mandate, he sbould, in the schane of things, enjoy 

more autbori ty and powers tl:an even the U.s. Prea14ent." 

25. Mairlsveam, 14(8). 3.1.1976, pp.7-10. 
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A.nother suggestion which had been mooted to make the systEm 

stronger came from Rajni Patel, President of tbe Bombay Pradesh 

Congress Committee and a msber of the Swaran Singh. Committee,. 

Under a 'PresidentialiBt Prime :MiniSterial' form, he proposed to 

stu:ly in detai1 the institution of Pr:tme MiniSter elected by the 

popular vote : "this will strengthen the hands of the Chief Execu

tive enabling h1m or her to exerciSe authority without the vexation 

of pulls and pressures that a PrJme MiniSter elected indirectJ..7 is 

subjected to. •26 

It iB in this context, 'the Hindu' aptly resuned the crux 

of the ongoing debate : "One of the favourite talking pe)ints in the 

&Derging debat-e 1s the suitability of the French System to the 

Indian conditions for ensuring greater political stability and 

diSciplined development." The newspaper noted that no decision bad 

as yet been taken at the highest level despite the general feeling 

that some far reaching changes were both necessary and desirable. 27 

c ) :J!he Swamn S wh Cgmm it toe (SSC ) on Constitutional Retprms :-

Before highl.igbting the recommendations of the Swarsn Singh 

CCI!Imittee, it 18 essential to grasp the Congress Party's perception 

towards the constitution. The Congress viewed the constitution as 

a living doc\.lllent - adaptive to the Changing economic, social and 

ideological mUieu. No Constitution, however, strongly worded by 

legal. Pundits can stand up if it does not meet the needs of social 

26. Rajni Patel, "Parliamentary Danooracy Reconsidered", 
SocialiSt India, vo1.12, 27 .3.1976, p .1 0-12'~ 

27. Hindu, 22 .11 .1 975 • 
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change. Keeping thiS 1n view, the Congress Election Manifesto of 

1971 had clearly spelt out that changes i.rl the constitution would 

be necessary for the implementation of far reaching changes in the 
28 life of the people. 

'rhe stage lad come when the Congress had to dec ide and could 

not afford delay in fuJ.fillizlg its ccmmitments. Tlie overwhelming 

support from the masses to the congress in the 1971 General Elect

ions affirmed that it was the sole representative of the people•· 

The Congress President D.K. Ba.rec*h appointed a committee headed by 

Swaran S1ngh2; former Defence Minister, on 26 February 1976 to 

prepare a draft amendment to the baSic J.aw so as to facilitate the 

implanentation of longstanding socio-economic reform~ 

The committee which was given two months to subni t 1 ts report 

start-ed its work by scotching the runours that the ruling party was 

thinking of doing away with the Parl.iamentary form of Government. 

The Prime MiniSter gave simUar assurances both in Public Speeches 

as well as in the Parliam ent• 

28. M.S. Kid.wai, "Swaran S~ Committee Rec<JDmendations : 
An AnalySiS , in Ja1nstream, JUly 3, 1976, p.11. 

29. The Committee CCJJlprised of three Union MiniSters (H.R.Gokbale, 
V .N • Ga.dgU a: V .A • Sayid Mohammad), S .s • Ray (Chief Minister 
of West Bengal), Rajni Patel (President of Bombay Pradesh 
Congress Committee), C .M • Stephen (V1.ce-Pres14ent of the Cong
ress Parliamentary Party), D.P. Singh (Menber of Rajya Sabba) 
and A.R. AntuJ.ay (General Secretary of the Congress Party)·.· 
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The sse bad made its proposal.S for constitutional amendment 

f'rom three angles ••• Pol.iticaJ., Socio-economic and l.ega1.30 Its 

recommendations received wide support at the AICC session. Members 

after members supported the phil.osopby behind the changes and Speci

fic proposalS vis-. retention of P&rl.iamenta.ry form of Govemment, 

the suprEmacy of the parliament, curtailment of the writ juriSdiction 

ot cotn"tS especial.l.y 1n matters pertaining to Socio-economic aspects, 

new schemes for judicial. review of legiSlation and preamble-;· 

On the Specific question of systanatic change, the most 

sjgnificant aspect of the report was tmt it sought to strengthen 

the systc of Parliamentary democracy in the Country against the 

Presidential SystEm which was supposed to be the most important 

'baSic features of our Constitution, when it was drafted.31 The 

oamnittee was of the opinion that the separation of powers in the 

Presidential System, most of the t:ime, resulted in C.onstitutione.l 

deadlockS. In a vast country like India, with a kind of regional. 

diversity, the parliamentary systao preserves best the unity ard 

integrity of the Country and ens urea greater responsiveness of the 

people. 

Thus the •anti-J>resident:ial' concl.usions of the Swaran Singh 

Committee put a final stop to the ongoing debate on the subject. 

On 13th AprU, 1976, they were examined and adopted in their main 

31 .• 

For Details see the Swaran Singh Committee Report in 
Hiodustan Times, 23.5.1976. 

K..X. Nigam, ttswaran Singh Committee Report - Some Comments" 
in ~i!l~t. It~i~~ May 29, 1976, vo1~12, p.a. 
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points by the working committee of the Congress Party-'~32 After due 

diScussions with legiSlators and jurists the final pro-posals of the 

committee were accepted by the .A. ICC .'3 

d) 'gbe ReaptionS tg the SSC Re;pprt. 

1. CPI(M} •s Yin:- !he recommendations of the sse were received 

with both relid and critio:iSm. The CPM rejected the proposals 

intoto and questioned the r18bt of the Parliament to amend the 

Constitution on the ground that it was serving a tenn beyond the 

normal term of five years.34 

It viewed tba t the leaders of the ruling Party were trying 

to institute the Presidential dictatorship under the Facade of SSC 

recommendations. Their baSic a:im was to undermine the basic right 

of the people, and make the constitution a pliant instrument of one 

party dictatorship of securing monopoly of power for itself, of 

seem-ing unhibited power for the executive.35 The cPM categorically 

said that by the slogan •Supremacy of the P&rliament', the ruJ.ing 

Party meant the SuprEmacy of the Executive OVf!r the people, over 

their basic fundamental Rights - the sub-ordination of people's 

eovere18nty to the dictates of the Executives. And the Swaran Singh 

Committee report 1S a device towards thiS end. 

32. Hindustan times, 14.4.1976~ 

33. For the Text of AICC Resolution, see Patrit>:t, 30.5 .1976. 

34• CPI(M) On Constitutional Changes, Calcutta : CPI(M) 
Publications, 1976, p.16. 

35. Ib-id., p.1s. -
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2. NJ.TIONAL C<JAilT'.m lOR REVIEW OF TEE OORSTIWIOlU 
' 36 

A National Committee for Review of the Constitution which 

was constituted in Bombay at a meeting of opposition MP •s and leaders 

from acadanic and soc :ial. life of the Country, in its in term report 

released on 28th_Maro.h_ 1976., .deal-t w1-th the reo.CIIIIIlendations of the 

sse. It was of the view that the proposed Constitutional amendments 

shoUl'lld be brought :torward only after a new IDk Sabba bad been elected 

by the people.37 The committee saw no objection to the sse proposals 

in matters of judicial Rwiew, Preamble etc. It alSo agreed that 

the Parliamentary System of Government was best sui ted to India and 

stressed tba.t it should not be given up in favour of the Presidential 

or any other system.38 However, the committee exposed the intention 

of the ruling party, in an absolutely unequivocal language. It viewed 

that the drastic changes in the Constitution which were being proposed 

by the ruling party were for the purpose of institutionalizing the 

Fmergenoy powers on a permanent basis and for establiShing an 

authoritarian reg:hne in the Country. It appeared that there was a 

desire to do away with the multi party system and to replace the 

same by a single party dictatorship'~ 

36. '!'he committee consisted of Era Sezhiyan &: Krishna.kant as 
Convenors and M .c. Cllagl.a, K. Santbanaa, Babubhai Patel, 
Shanti Bhusan, H.V. Kamath, V .M. Tarkunde and Miss Aloo 
na.stur. 

37. National Committee for Review of the Constitution - Statanent 
iSsued by the committee after the meeting held on 31st July 
&: 1st August 1976, New Delhi, p.2o;~ 

38. National Committee :for Review of the Constitution.- Inter:tm 
Report, Delhi 1 Navcbetan Press, 25 May 1976, p.J~· 
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3. CPI 's Yin 1-

The CPI wholeheartedly accepted the sse reccamendations. It 

was of the opinion tb:l t most of these recoiiiilendations were broadly 

in line with what the danocratic forces in the Country had. b.&en-

da:aanding.39 The CPI criticized cPM •s total rejection of Swaran Singh 

Committee report not as an inteJ.lectua.l. lapse but an offshoot of the 

CPM 's politicaJ. line. It castigated CPM of sectarian anti~ongressiam 

and subj ec·tivism. 40 

On the broader question of systemic change CPI's argunent was 

both convincing and realiStic. It recogniSed serious drawbacks and 

limitations of the systmh However, the scrapping of the systan 

in favour of Presidential systen will not bring the needed correct

ives, but on the contrary make the si-tuation infinitely worse.41 

It may even pave the way for autlx>ritarianism. The parliamentary 

systEm, tge party held, bad played a very important role in strength

ening our independence, promoting national integration and above au, 
in raising the democratic consciousness of the people, not with stand-

ing the never ceasing efforts, political reaction and bureaucracy 

to undermine the systan. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

Bhupesh Gupta, "Constitutional Amendments : CPM on wrong Rails 
Again" in New Age, July 18, 1976, p.a. 

Ibid. -
New Age, 22.2.1976, p.B (Proposals of the National Council of 

CPI for Amendments to the Constitution). 
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4• Moxe tor the Conscbly:-

While reviewing the recommendations of sse, the Congress units 

in four States - Punjab, Haryana, Bihar & U .P. passed resolutions 

urging that the P&rliamen't should be converted into a constituent 

AssanbJ.:r• 42 with representative of states associated with it. It 

gave a new d:imension to the process of constitutional amendments. 

Also implied in it was the need for deeper and more exhaustive 

scrutiny of several proposals for changes ill the constitution. But 

the CPI was very prompt 1n denouncing these manoeuvres.43 The cPI 

General Secretary (Rajeshwara Rao, described the move as extremely 

dangerous which would undo and reverse au the gains achieved since 

1971 on the question of SUpremacy of pa.rliament.: 

The Government was concerned at the practicability of the 

proposals. Therefore, the Pr:ime Minister rejected the proposal and 

reiterated her conviction that Parliament bas the power to amend the 

Constitution. Tbe intention of the Congress 1n bringing about amend

ments to the Constitution was only to strengthen the sovereignty of 

Par 118m ent'•' 

42. Pe Sood, Politigp ot Sggig-egongmio CJ:\bf 1n I"'2~1 . 

New Delhi : Marwah Publication, 978, p.; 26e' 

Jew Ago, 22.1 o.1976·~~ 
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To am up, the Swa.ran Singh Committee pinned its faith 1rl 

the s~remacy of the Parliament to bring about the need and changes 

in the constitution for pranotillg and safeguarding social progress~ 

It rejected the opinions of the people those wl:o wanted to weaken 

the suprane power of the P&rliament. The basic principlGS of the 

Constitution as the SSC viewed, rule out everything that weakens 

Parliament •a suprEmacy and puts the President or anyone else above 

it. The Committee found the Pras:idential. system as bjghly disturbing 

and bravely called for the di.Scouraganent of SU!b preposterous ideas. 

Thus, with the explicit pronouncEment of SSC, nearly three decades 

of the efforts of the advocates of the Presidentjal regime come to 

nought.· 



CH~TER - IV -
THE DEBATE SINCE 1980's, 
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A 

• • 

A Fause in the Debate - 1977-79, 

The end of the Ernergeoc.y could not be- cance-ived as merel~i" 

the end of twenty month old authoritarian regirre for it was itsel. f 

an outcOme of a static political process that had ceased to perform 

over a long period of time, producing insecurity at the top (henc~ 

the continuous process of concentration of power into fewer and fewer 

hands) and unrest at the bottom (hence the rising torrent of Protest), 

It syrr.bolised rnore an act of de~ration growing out of the failure 

of the system rather than of aetermined inter-wention to set the system 

on a new course, 

With the defeat of the congress party in the 1977 General 

Elections ana Janata• s rise to power, the demand for a £residential 

r~jirr.e slippeo into the background, The Janata Party clearly per-

ceived that the 1977 Elections for the electorate was ineffect, to 

qttote Achin Vanaik, a "single issue referenda" 
1 

- a choice primarily 

between democracy and dictator ship, 2 For obvious reasons, the refusal 

of the Emergency was follo-.l'led by that of the !'residential System, 

which hac becorre identified, in the ruling coalitions mind, with the 

authoritarian ex~rieoce that they had Just opposed, As for the 

1, ~\Chin Vanaik, The fainful Transition JBourgeois Democracy in 
India, London a Verso fublications, 1990, :P,93, 

2, Sharda Faul, 1977 General ElectiOns in Inaia 1 1\iew Delhi a 
Associated :Publishing House, 1577, l' ,120. 
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Congressmen, they had other major worries to resolve than to debate 

upon the Presidential question. 

The Janata Government maintained in the Constitution one of 

the major constitutional reforms of the Emergency 1 tha:t; related to 

Article 74. Thereafter the provision that the President was bound to 

act in accordance with the councU of ministers cane to stay. However. 

a new clause was added to it 1 the President hc:r3 the r.ight to ask the 

council to reeonsider its advice, but it was clearly stipulated that 

he would abide by it after such consideration. 
3 

This adjunct was 

undoubtedly motivated by the desire to dilute but not hinder the 

Prime minister's power of decision.· A similar motive guided the adop-

tion Of the 44th amendment which enjoined the Prirre-minister to submit 

in writing, for the President's signature, the decision of her or 

his cabinet to proclaim a state of Emergency. 
4 

This provision, it 

was thought,. wruld preclude the repeat performance of the 1975 deci

sion taken per son all y and secre tl "i by the Pr irre-min i ster and signed 

with great ease and without qualms by the President. 

The break-up of the Janata Coalition and return to power of 

the Congress in 1980, once again brought to the fore the question of 

3. Art.74, as it stands tooay, reads as follows 1 "There shall 
be a Council of Ministers with the Frime J11nister at the head 
to aid and advice the fre sident who shall in the exercise of 
his functions, act in accordance with such advice, provided 
that the Fresident may require the council of ministers to 
reconsider such advice, generally or otherwise, and the pre si
dent S1all act in accordance with the advice teooered after 
such consider at ion• • 

4. Ar ticl.e 352 ( 3) • 
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Presidential regime. It was an irony that the debate on the systemic 

change vas floated by no other than the ruling congress party at a 

time 'When the political system was relatively stable than the previous 

years. It was prObably, by raising the inspired cry for •a national 

debate• orr~-tne form of Government, Prime minister Indira Gandhi tried 

to create an impressiOn as if Price-rise, mass unemployment, the deter

ioration of the law and order situation, rampant corruption 1n high 

places and other ills in economic, political and social life were due 

nat to the policies of the Government but to the existing form of Go

vernment. In fact, as L.x. Advani pointed out, the debate had been 

precipitated by the ruling party as a kind of •red-herrincf to divert 

public attention from its own failures. 5 Against this background the 

statements either in favour of a change in the system or against it 

by the ruling party mell'bers, oppositial members, scholars. constitutional 

experts and jurists are to be exalllined. 

B 

1'he Con)ra~inq view points in the DePate 
since 1980 s 

The contrasting views of a grovinq nwrt:>er of people on this iasue 

reflect the merits and derrerits of di.ffereot institutions, their effi

cacy and capacity to eurvive the strains and stresses of our P.ol.itical 

System. Por the purpose of analytical under standing, a. reasonable 

classification of different view points on this debate on the form of 

Government is attempted. Firstly, one set of view points aim at a 

change froaa the pre sent parliamentary to the Presidential form of 

5. L.K .• Adv&Di iD Times of India, 30.11.1980~ Sund.ay ReView, P .1 
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Government. Secondly, another view points attempt to affect certain 

changes within the system to make the Parliamentary form of Government 

more effective, notwithstanding their disagreement with the :Fresidential 

-form of Government. 'l'!Jirdiy# a nwri:>er of peOple prefer the parliamen

tary form of Government to the Presidential form largely on the basis 

of principles. But they donot advocate any change wi ~in the existing 

system. Lastly. there are some people ~o call for a change in the 

perspective th_, ._ change in the form of GovernmeDt. 

1. The first forceful advocacy for a systeard.c change during this 

period came from A.R. .Antulay, the chief-minister of Mahar astra and one 

of the blue-eyed boys of the Prime-mini 5ter Indira Gandhi who declared 

that •it is high time we discarded the so called F'arliamentary system 

and adopted the Presidential System of Government• • 6 In India, Antulay 

argued, Parliament is not Sovereign and Supreme because of the provision 

of ju<licial review in the Con~ti tution. And the judiciary is not in 

tune with the feelings of the poor and do~trodden. Secondly, unlike 

England and America, India cannot have stability. In England there is 

stability becduoo I'.::.rljarn~nt is sovereign and in the United states there 

is stability of the Government because the President cannot easily be 

removed. Thirdly, economic well beinQ of the people is not possible 

under Parliarrenta.x:y brand of df::m::x:racy because British democracy is 

an institution of affluent class. 7 

6. 

7 .• Ibid. -
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The next major Contribution to the debate came frOm '#asant 

Sathe. He was of the view that coalitions spell instability and hence 

there was a need for a change. He emphasized that 1 

•-the issue is not whether we should have Parlia-
ment~y form or Presidential form. but whether 

within the fraaework of our present constituti:Jn• 
we can have a provision whereby we could ensure 
stability of the Government at the national level. 
Once we start arguing as to whether we shOUld have 
a Fre sidential form or not we then ask our selves 
whether it S'lould be the American or the French 
variety and then get into the examination of those 
two systems and thus invariably land ourselves 
into a barren debate. We have had enough experience 
now of the working of our own constitution to .know 
where our weakness lies and how to go about to set 

it right. It is not necessary for us to find analo
gies or $Upport from other systemr/ .a 

Vasant Sathe viewed critically the Party system in India and 

stated that our failure to evolve a two party system at the national 

level has been the biggest drawback in our dem:x:ratic experinent. He 

s.1ggested that one way of avoiding this pitfall is to have the natio... 

nal chief executive el ectad by the direct mandate of the entire people 

9 
of the count.cy. That will, as Sathe held, result in twO thingsa 

(a) ensure stabUity as the head of the Executive would not then 

depend on the vagaries of majority or minority in the Farliament1 

10 (b) encoura.Qe perforce an altt-.rnate Farty , because when one pers;:m 

is to be projected as the leader of the nation, t-a.rties will have to 

8. Vasant S~the, Two S)!ords in one Scabbard s A Case for !-residential, 
Form of P arl iamen tary Democr ac_y, New Del hi. Nib Fubli sher s, 1989 • 
P.es. 

10. Ibid. 
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come together to project that one ~n. To put it sh~ply. what Sathe 

hacl been suggesting will encourage stability .00 ener gence of nat ionu 

putie •• 

S&the in his thesis proposed the alteration of Articles 54 

and 55 to provide for the election of the President by direct univer

sU franchise in order to fit his illtermltive 'within the framework of 

our present constitution a but his views were contrary to the authori

tative expositions of our fOUnding fathers in the constituent Asseably. 

Aa we have noted. Nehru was opposed to direct election of the President 

becauae the executive pO\ar was to vest not in the President but in 

the C~iaet. Sathe's disavowal notwithstanding, the Presidentifll 

system is precisely whilt his amendment would establiS'l. 

Another vibr~t voice was B .K.Nehru who cogently end or sed 

the Presidenti&l System as the only ,;ay out of the grilduillly envelop

ing political and fin•nci•l cr is! s !lllggestinc; simul taneousl. y the 

retention of the essentiality of the sepuation of power rJI •11 He held 

that il fixed tenure for the executive will make a Government rr.ore 

effective by setting it free frOrn the game of numbers as evinced in 

support withdrawal from • sinQle p~ty or governing coalition and 

from defection/destabilizat-.ion. 

He &lao went to the extent of ~:Uggesting direct election of the 

Chief Executive 12 
mld a fairly long )A!riod of time to enable him to put 

11. B.l<.Ne~u. 'A Fre!!h Look •t the Constituticn'• Mainf!:ream. Vol. 
xxx. No.l4. Janucry 25. 1992 .• P.11. 

12. E.Y . .Nehru, 'Iait time for~ Ch~ge? Sdne Thou<jlts on the Indian 
Constitution• • in Indi•n &xpress. 15.2.87. 
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into effect the policies that he wishes the country or the state to 

pur sue. Another inestimable advantage would be that they would be able 

to choose their ministers from the best material available without 

being restricted to those who have the good fortune of being elected. 

P-"Urthermore, the ineligibility of legislators to occupy ministerial 

office would automatically st-op the intrigue for that purpose which 

is often their most absorbing occupation and WOUld encourage them to 

apply their minds to policies and legislation which is their legitimate 

function. 

B.K. ~ehru held that there is generally a classical objection 

to the Presidential System, that there is the Fossibility of a dead

lock between the executive and the legislature. ~o doubt this has 

happened in Aaerica but in the conditions we envisage in lndia - of 

a fragmented and fractured legislature - this situation is not likely 

to arise. There are two safeguards against such a danger; One, as 1n 

France, is to give the President the power of Cli3sOlution an<.i the 

other is to have the Kind of provision, which the French constitution 

has, of more or less assuming the consent of the legislature for a 

wide variety of legislation and rf>JQUiring in others a positive act of 

rejection rather than failure to approve. 

So radical a provision might, however, give colour to the second 

Objection which is that presidency of the kind envisaged might lead 

to dictator ship. A safeguard against this happening would be to provide 

that a f'resident and Governor cCUlcl not s.1cceed hiroself for a second 

13 
term. 

13. S..). .llleh:u. Thoooht ~ ao th-e Ina ian Di. scoo teot, .Delhil Allied 
Pubi ism~ .s 1 §ss , P , ~-9 
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To put it precisely, B.I<.Nehru has attempted to sketch the 

outlines of a constitution which in his view, should replace the pre

sent one.His proposals, though radical, would make an earnest attempt 

to plug the loo):holes of the present Parliamentary form of Government. 

Another notable exposition in favour of the Preaidential system 

came from M.C .Chagl.a. He said a with the adoption of the l'resid eotial 

System, the scranble for office will also r:;p, because a seat io the 

legislature will not lead to the cabinet. The party system will beco-

me considerably m<Xlified am we will have the legislators attending 

tO legislation aal matters Of policy rather than indulging in abuses. 

Chagla suggested for a structural changes in the functioning of our 

14 
Parliamentary System - the eradication of corruption, the electoral 

reforms which ensure the return of proper candidates to the legisla

ture, the prevention of defection and a fair and equitable relationship 

between the centre and tre state - or else, the present system will 

break down, as he predict~ • For this purpose, he called fx- a national 

convent ion to debate over the issue and decide what shOUld be done to 

make the Parliamentary System work better or, if necessary, completely 

overhaul the system and replace it by one which is more suited to our 

genius and also take into account our national failings and defects. 

N .A. ~alkhivala had criticized Antulay• s paper during the Emer-

9ency on the g:ourrl t.'1at it, wQ.ll.d have, in effect, destr:)yed democracy. 

14. Views of M.C .Cha~ as incorporatea in Anirud'l Prasad, Pr~§id egti31! 
G:)vernmnt :); .. Parliamentqx D!m2Sfac_y, New Delhi a Deep & Deep 
Publicat ons, 1981, Appendix l.A, P.ll9. 
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However • he expressed his preference for the I>re sidential system 

•provided a fair balance of power between the executive, legislature 

and the j\.¥3iciary is maintained11 
•
15 

In expressing himself in some detail on the subject, Palkhivala 

focused ::m the four advantages in having the Presidential System .. 16a 

First, it enables the Fresident to have a Cabinet of out standing 

competence and integrity, since the choice is not restricted to the 

Parliament. Secondly, since the cabinet ministers are not elected, 

they are not motivated to adopt cheap populist mea9.1X'e s which are so 

costly to the country in the longrun. Thirdly, the Presidential 

System permits cabinet ministers to be absorbed in the job of govern

ing the country instead of wasting their time and energy in nee~l~ss 

politicking. Fourthly, it would stop defections and desertions on the 

part of the legislators, which are in most cases motivated purely by 

the thirst for power and hunger for office o 

In an absolutely unequivocal language, Palkhivala favoured the 

Presidential form of Government and said that it is specially tailored 

to S~it our own requirements. To him, the crucial point ab~t any 

Presidential System is that it nust be one which is in total conformity 

15. Quoted in A.G.N oorani, The Pre §idential Sy§tem a The Indian 
Debate, New Delhi 1 Sage fublicati~s, 1989, I> .• J4o 

16. ~.A. Pal khivala, 'Presidential System 1 A Question of Timing'~ 
HindUstY\ Time~ 8.1.81. 
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with the philosophy of freedom and liberalism underlying our consti

tution. In s.1m, it must be the very anti-thesis of an authoritarian 

state. 

Palkhivala raised a genuine question about the timing of the 

debate. 17 To him. the debate on the Systemic change is absolutely 

irrelevant at a time When we are ass.1red of a stable Government with· 

the Congress {I) securing majority seats in both the Houses of Parlia,.. 

ment. This ld:cd of debate at this juncture# he added. wOUld divert 

attention from the urgent and enormous problems facing the country 

t<Xiay. 

R..K.Hegde. another notable exponent of the Presidential Systen. 

put the whole debate in a different perspective. He strongly felt 

that the Presidential System would help strengthen our federal struc

ture18 ensuring decentralization and delegation of power to the states. 

Reiterating his commitrrent to federalism, Hep emphasized on the direct 

election of the Rxecutive. He said a 

Direct election of the President cOUld project leaders who 

represent the entire country unlike the Prime-minister representing 

just one constituency or enjoying the confidence of just a single party. 

A directly elected chief executive wOUld transcend regional_, COmrrUnal 

17. Ibid. 

18. Telegraph. 21.11.1986. 



and caste divisions. 'l'herefore, he will not only the symbol but a 

true representative of the entire nation. He will also not be subjec

ted to the day-to-day pulls and pressures of Party politics, legis

latars and others. 'l'he term of office ·.rould be secured constitutionally 

and this would lend a lot taf stability. Limiting the term of the 

President to a definite period would a1 so have a salutary effect. 19 

However, Hec;Pe was conscious of certain flaws in the :Presiden

tial System. He apprehended that since democratic institutions are 

le~s developed in India, the Presidential System cOUld reflll.t in greater 

centralization and :possible .abuse of power. Sillllltaneously he was 

convinced that the pre sent -Farliamentary System has not been adequate. 

Therefore he urged far a critical appraisal of the present system am 
Called for a national debateo 

It is interesting to note that while Hec;Pe linked the Presiden

tial System to decentralization, L .K.hivani linked it to greater 

centralization. In his Presidential address at the ninth National 

Council session of the BJP.he auggested the establisuoent of a co~ 

ssion on the Constitution to examine~0a 

(1) The suitability of tl'e Presidential System as a device to 

contain centrifugal tendencieSI (2) The Political consequences of the 

19. 

20. 

Times of India. 18.1.1987. 

Quoted in Vasant Sathe, Two Swords in one SCabbarC!. New Delhi a 
Nib Publishers. 1989• Annexurea. P.ls1. 
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first past of the post system of elections whiCh we have accepted; 

and the impact the adoption of proportion-al representation of a mixed 

system would have on making India a real participatory democracy; 

( 3) The need to redraw the poli-tical map of I-ndia with th-e~ r-equirement a 

of deftlopment and administration as the Principal consideration, am 

(4) what could contribute more to the strengthening of our nation state • 

a centralized fed·eral polity as w have at pre sent, or a decentralized 

unitary set-up. 

Later, Advani said that he had not advocatEd the Presidential 

System. But he had certainl}? de-frozen the Party• s resolute opposition 

to the idea and he had called for a national debate to have a second 

look on the constitution. 21 He held that the founding father's prefere

nce for the Parliamentary systEIIl was predicated upon the hope that in 

the course of time a two party system would emerge. However he stated 

that his party had not worked out the essentials of a new system. 

2. The !Upporter s of the Parliamentary System of Government have 

put forth certain arguments to drive hone their points and si.Jrultaneously 

exposed the loopholes of the Presidential System. Cormtenting on this 

albject A.G.Noorani ar<pes that the Parliamentary System is better 

equipped to deal with the Problems of current Indian political require

ment s than a change would. To him, the revi talLzation of democratic 

institutions can only able to enaure both stability and accountability. 22 

21. ~.!.,it'_~P.l_, 20 .1 .1987. 

22. A.G . .Roor-ani-. The Pr,es#!tmtial S_Ift!m I The Indi~_ Debate, N-ew 
Delhn s.aqe P.ubl1-cati.-ons# 1989-, PP .gg..: .. .o2. 
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Por this he suggested the reform and revitalization of Party System 

in India. 

s~.sen while recognising the non-feasibility of a -presidential 

System in India held that the present Parliamentary System need to be 

reformed in order to make it mae stable, responsible and responsive 

to the prOblems of important :sections of our diverse society. 'l'he 

modification of the present trend towards extreme confrontation by 

introducing features which will help promote a co-operative approach. 

has to be done Within the basic structure of our constitution through 

consensus. This can be done, Sen added, by suitably amending only 

three Articles of the Constitution. i.e., Articles 74.75 and 164 by 

a two-third majority in both the Houses. 23 These anendments WOUld 

help oor pr-esent constitutional system move half vay towards the co.. 

operative system that obtains in Switzerland, producing sOme very 

beneficial res.ll ts. 

The CPI {M) leader Harkishan Singh Sur jeet cOsmenting on the 

subject said that his party (CPM) stands for a change in the system, 

but not in the sense it was debatled, i.e. a change from the present 

-Parliamentary to the Presidential System. The change for which the 

C~ stands is a basic change in the socio-economic structure. 24 However, 

23. S.R .Sen, •Reforming our system of Government", in Economic and 
PoliSical Weekl.v. March 2-9, 1991, P .486. 

24. see the views of H .s. Surjeet incorporated in Vasant Sathe. 
op.ci t. annexure a. p_.l49. 
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Surjeet expressed his desire in defence of the present system as against 

the kind of change that is being advocatftd. He categorically pointed 

out that it is not CPM• s position that no change can be made in the 

constitution if. on the basis of··experience, some changes are needed-

to strengthen the democratic structure. 

Another significant contribution to the debate came frOm B .H.3 

Namboodiripad who expressed hisdissatisfacti::m with the present Parlia

mentary system but did not hold the view that the Presidential System 

is tbe effective remedy for the malady. In fact, he did not give 

10.1ch importance to the constitutional set up. To him, the philosophical 

political outlook that guides the socio-economic policies of tte Go

vernment is the underlying cause of t.-:&3 failure of the system.25 By 

bringing basic changes in the Government's policies we can solve our 

problema. Narrboodiripad held that because the Parliamentary Cabinet 

system helps the process of fighting to bring about the basic changes, 

it is preferabl,. :to the Presidential System. 

Aahok Mitra while favouring the Parliamentary form of Govern

ment SJ.ggested tta t a decentralized structure of the Polity and economy 

is an imperative necessity to tackle the nultiple prOblems facing the 

country. To him, the Presidential form of Governrrent would further 

25. 1.1-1.s. Nambo<Xliripad in Times of India, 30.11.80. 
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the centralizing tendency of our polity and would in no time degenerate 

int·:> an• ~chy or worse. To ensure decentralization~ he ~ded, the 

administrative~ fis::al and legislative powers have to be drastically 

redistributed and constitution has to be redrawn accordingly. 26 

. 
3. Paul a. Brass made an interesting analysis of the credibility 

of India's Parliamentary System in the context of federalism. He ar92ed 

that the predominant tendencies in the developmqt of IrXlia' s fe1eral 

system have been towards plural ian. regionalisn~ decentralization and 

interdependence. 27 There also exist strong forces in favour of cent

ralization. But he strongly held that the centralization and consoli

dation of power in lndia1 s federal parliamentary system are bound to 

be ephemeral unless the institutional form of the system is chnged to 

a Presidential type. 28 But this option holds great potential dangers 

for the future stability and integrity of India~ as Brass pointed out. 

The consequ61lees of the aloption of a Presidential form of Government 

are more problematic~ as there are several ~ossible forms that the 

system may take. He added that a Presidential system of the French 

pattern. adoptEd with a view toward centralizing power by the centre 

26. The views of Asho.k Mitra as incorporated in Arirudh Prasad • 
PrefideBtial Governme.pt or Parlia~y Democracy, 1'4ew Delhi 1 
Deep~ eep Publications. 1981, App ix I.e, P.125. 

27. faul R. Brass~ Pluralism, Regionalisn and Decentralization Tea
dencies in contentorary Irxlian politics in A.J .wu son & D.Dalton 
(ed), The States of South Asia a Pri'§lems of National inJ;earttion, 

New Delhi. Vikas PubliS\ing House. 1 82. P .255. 

28 • Ibid • P .259. 
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would prObably be resisted by the strong states. so there is no 

1 solution' to the conflicting drives towards centralization and decen

tralization of Indian Polity. • Adopti-on of :Presidential System of 

American i'attern• • to quote Brass-# •mi<jl.t fr_ee the system fr-Om the 

uncertainties and instabilities associated With the cyc:le of centrali

zation and decentralization, but it will not end the struggles between 

the centralizers and decentralfzers" • 29 

It wOUld be sheer injustice to deal with a debate of s.t~h 

importance without giving adequate treatment to justice P .N .Bhagwati 1 s 

view. He was of the opinion that it is not the system which is at 

fault. Ultimately the success of a system depends on the men 'fbo 

o};erate it. Bhagwati preferred the Parliamentary form of Government 

because he thoucpt it would ensure greater accountability than in the 

Presidential form for. once the president is elected for five years 

he is just not accountable to any one. He stated that the eurvival 

and well being of deaocracy dependend not on the form of Government• 

but in the strength of such democratic institutions as the judiciary, 

the legislature, the trade unions and the Press. 30 •we have to protect 

these institutions if we want to save democracy from erosion•. he 

said. 

Another powerful critician against the Presidential System came 

from the noted constitutional expert V.M. Tarkunde. He clearly opined 

29. Ibid. 

30. The views of P.N .Bhagwati as inccxpo.rated in Vasant Sathe, ap.c.S.t:. 
Annex\..Ores, PP.lSB-159. -
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that the Presidential form of Government is less democratic, both 

actually arrl potentially, than the cabinet form of Governnent. Stret

ching the same argument further he maintained that, if dem:x:racy 

imp.l_ies the d.i.f.fu._si·~ and aecentralizat.i_on of power - the Pre.sident.ial 

form of Government, which concentrates all executive power in the hands 

of one per :r.m, is relatively more undemocratic than the cabinet system. 

The most objectionable point about the Presidential form ~f Government, 

according to TarKUnde, is the motive as well as the opportunity that 

it would provide to a Fresident in an underdeveloped country for 

establishing a dictatorial regime. Putting this logic in Indian 

context, he said that an Indian President would have a better opportu-

31 nity to establish a dictatorial regime. 

Y .a .Chavan thou<j'lt that the Parli~ntary System of Governrrent 

suits the peculiar conditions in our country. And t'he failures 0£ 

:')ur system, he conceived to be an intrinsic part of each and every 

system at least in the early years of its growth. He held that the 

Presidential system has the danger of devel~ing or degenerating into 

a dictatorial system. It will also aggravate the divisive tendencies 

32 
in a pluralist society like ours. Cha.van said that to bring in the 

Fresidential System, our present constitution will have t~ be completely 

dismantled and rewritten. And in this case there is a possibility of 

31. V .M.'rarkunde, "Objections to :fresidential ~ystem in Illustrateg 
W§ekly of India, 27.8.1978. f .13. 

32. Y.B.Chavan in Times of India .. 30-11-1980. 
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instability and it may give risa to revolutionary conditions. Thus 

the proposal has grave implications for the country. 

4. i>utting the debate on a different _per.spective Rajni Kothari 

had parted company with the formal s::hool of political scie.'"lce that 

had focussed on the constitutions and on formal institution:J like the 

executive, legislature and the- judiciary. In laying out a new model 

of democracy - away from the west minister model which we borrowed from 

the British_,Kothari had dwelt at lengt.'l ~n the institutional dimension 

33 
than on any other and he had done this mainly by reference to his view 

that in mapping this institutional terrain of a competitive polity 

the party system played a crucial role that must take on a grass roots 

organization and act as repreS9ntative mechanism which mediate bet"t~een 

the Government and the people. 

Kothar 1 had de vel ~ped at great length the theme ~f diffusion 

and decentralization and wide acceptance of values and norms. rules 

of the game and shared under standing. The ....Oole edifice o= democratic 

norms and the wide spread belief arrl faith in the democratic process, 

Kothari pointed out. ·were crucial to the basic enterprise of building 

a new India. 34 

Clearly Kothari's mooel aims at providing a sense of autonomy 

and power to the vari:)us regi~s, social groups and politic'il pa.rt:tes 

33. .alajni Kothari, Foli~ics and the ~enle : In search :)f a Humane 
Inclis# Val2, DelM: AjaDta Publicat ons, 1989., P.278. 

34. Ibid., Vol .. 2,. r.xi!. 
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and on that basis rebuild the consensus that has been badly shattered 

due to systematic: t:rosion during the last few years of institutional 

framework of the polity - of the party system, of federalism of local 

self Government, of the educational system and of autonomous organi-

zations and voluntary agencies. 

Notwithstanding the relative merits and derrerits of the different 

~rop~sal s on this subject, the movement towards .:i fre:;idential regina 

has by:fassed the stage of individual cOmmi trren ts and bas becorre a 

factor to be taken into account in the Indian politics. However, it 

i o noteworthy that till now, no detailed scherre on the Fre sidential 

Government had ever been prOpounded, or so widely supported. These 

s:::herres were at best a reaction against the working of the I'arliamentary 

form of C.::>vernment. Thus, after a few years in the wilderness, the 

cause of the advocates of a f.-residential regime has again gathered 

momentum though in a s.lbtle way, and is waiting its hour of triumph 

in the gradually but constantly deteriorating climate of instability 

affecting the Indian polity. 

c 
folit icaJ. In stability and the Froposal 
for the National Government 

It rrust be remerroered that :Parliamentary democracies are 

essentially ~arty oriented systems ::>f working of <.iovernment s in 'Which 

the formation ~f Gover nn.ent is de,I::endent on a clear marrlate from the 

~O}Jle. But unfortunately in India political :farties have increasingly 

fa.il'ed to seC:Ure this cle-ar :popular mandate and thus a coalitional 

culture have been cre~t into t:e Indian Farliamentary system. M<J'e 
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so, since 1989 Elections for the Ninth Lok Sabha, it has almost become 

i mpo s sibl e for the multi-par ty system in I oo ia to avoid minority 

Governments in future. This was also the thrust of l?resicent R.Ven-

katraman• s Republic Day broadcast in 1991. He said a 

.. Numerous e.xa.rr.;t:.les can be cited of minority or 
coal.ition Governments working with stability 
and success in different parts of the Globe. We 
in India may have to adapt our selves to SJ.Ch a 
situation if it arises and 1 earn to work together 
in common cause, shedding in the process rigid 
party positions. In a rrultiparty political 
system, we may not be able to avoid coalitian 
Government in the interest of the nation.•35 

Within one year India had witnessed both minority and mini 

minority Governments Of V .I' Singh and Chandra Shekhar respectively 

at the centre aro alliances and cc:>alitions in various states proved 

~:xtremely temporary. Explaining this phenomenon, Bhambrtri de~ribed 

J6 this per iad as an .. era of weak Governments". 

Indian politics is hence moving towards a period of considerable 

volatility and instability. It has been fast ap:froaching a perioo to 

what s.M.Lirset and Stein Rokkan have referred to as a period of .. free

zing hypothesis" 37 , a period in which no political party could be in 

35. Quoted in ~.R.Sen, 'Reforming our system c:>f Government•, 
Economic and Foli tical Weekly, March 2-9,1991, F .485, 

36. c.F.Bhambhri, Elections 1991 a An Analysi~_, Delhi a B.k,Fublish
ing Corporation, 1991, P.39. 

37. Quoted in .K .K.Fanda, "J::olitics of instability and the role of 
the President in the Indian Parliamentart model", in TeachinSJ 
folitics, Vol • XVII, No.l&2, 1991, P.SS. 
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a position to clairr as overall majority and would thus inevitably 

throw what is kno"Wn in common parlance as "hung f-arliaxren-e•. 

As the major parties start l.oosing their central r::;le in the 

political life of the state system, it is the President who wou.ld be 

required to play the viJ:al role of a magic link between va.rious insti

tutional interactions, as a "S!JaCe- ~tter of the democratic standard •. 38 

Thus it would be necessary at this stage to talk about the changing 

role of the institution of the !-'resident not only as an instit·J.tion 

to uphold the basic spi.r :i. t of Indian democratic republic but a1 so as 

an institution to helf in sustaining the belief of t.he comm~ man in 

a democratic set up that they alone are the guardians of the Rule of 

Law to which the people as well as the institutions of our :Parliamentary 

System of democracy are totally and unequivcx::ally committed. 

5ince early 1991 the offic~ of the fresident has been 3.lbjected 

to a lot of controversy. Fresi.dent• s invitation to Chandra Shek.'lar 

to form the ministry after the fall of the v.P.Sin<;tl Government, his 

reluctance for seven days from March 6 till March 13, to dissolve the 

Ninth Lok Sabha as ddvised by the incurroent council of ministers and 

subsec::u~nt constitutional developrrent s in Tamil Nadu and the opposition 

farties, warning to the f·resi6ent that they would not co-orera.te in 

passing the crucial bills in t.."le farliament if the forrrer does not di

ssolve the Lok Sabha and order fresh elections, are some of tte \inhealthy 

developments that have forced the Presidency to be brou<jlt into public 

38. ~-
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s::rutiny. The National Front an-:1 the Left parties came down heavily 

on the role of the f'resident and criticize::l him as a 1 i'art of Consti-

39 
tutiona.l Pe.r::Yer s.i ty". 

It is this period of Constitutional crisis, that the proposal 

for National Government has been suggested. Vasant Sathe in his 

comprehensive proposal for a. national Government, ruggested that in 

the national interest there cOUld be a national presidium consisting 

of Jyoti Basu, V .f' .Singh, L .K.Adv~ni, Chandra Shekhar. and Rajiv 

Gandhi to direct the working of a national cOunCil c£ ministers headed 

by Dr. S.D.Sharma as the Prime Minister. 40 The Primary task of the 

National Government, Sathe added, would be to strengthen the edifice 

of our democratic nation bJ.T restructuring and strengthening the four 

main pillars, namely, (i) economic institutions; (ii) political insti

tu tions; {iii) social institutions; and '-iv) administrative in sti tu

tions.41 His moot point is that the National Government must be free 

from the controversial internecine strife based on mutual rivalry 

which results in a waste of national energy. It calls for the leaders 

to overcome their personal and Farty Prejudices, bias and egos, and 

make earnest endeavour to extricate the country from the economic di5tress 

In his advocacy for a National Government, Sathe wanted to convert 

both Houses ·of farliament into a new constituent Assembly with the 

Objective of taking a I:resh look at the Constitution. 

39. rimes of India. New Delhi, 1-2-1991. 

40. Vasant Sathe, National Government! Agenda -t'or a New India, New 
Delhil ws Fubli!Jhar_s. 1991. 'f .150. 

41. Ibid •• 'f. 25. 
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A number of peOple have dwelt upon such proposal. Deepa:1kar 
. 

Ghose. while &.Lggesting a structural change for a Pre siden tiaJ. r~girre 

in India said that the interregnum before the change should be a 

national Governrren t of a.ll political Parties at the centre ard also 

42 
in the 8tate s a~least for four years to plug the 1 oo:p-hole s of our 

.L-.r·eser:t Constitution. The National Government would provide. to GfUOte 

4" Ghose. • a breathing space" ,J at a time of ecOnomic uncertainties 

created by the spectacle of tottering Governments at the national 

level. 

The prc:pos3..l fo:~.: retting up of a National Government has a seriez 

of drawbecks. The all party Government with no organizational network 

and ideological commi. trrent to certain broader g::>al. s would tend to call-

apse within a short time. The rrutual bicker ings Cin ong the leaders of 

different parties can not altogether be ruled out. Moreover. the 

National Government establishing a nominated constitu~Asserrbly and 

ruling without elections and without an elected Parliarrent could be 

disastrous for the healthy functioning of a Parliamentary form of 

Governrrent.. HC~Hever. the Folitical consensus is very essential today 

without WhiCh the governance of India is not possible. It is not 

possible to arrive at a consensus where every political party is pro

jec t.ing almost diametr i.e ally opposite view points and this has been 

witnessed during the current phase of J:Olitics • .;)uch a stage in 

politics is charactel:ized by instability and immobiliSTl and it is 

42. D. Ghose~ AH?eal to !?resident ' ¥residential system only wdy, 
Calcutta., Fir.ma l<lJv1 friv;ate Ltd., 19911 P.ll9. 

43. Ibid·· ~.121. 
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happening in India. ln this fluid and uncertain political ~limate 

it is all the more interesting to observe as to how the deman:1 for a 

presidential regime will take its course in the future time to come. 



CONCLUSION 
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The cietnand for m exhaustive reassessment of the provisions of the 

IndiiUl Constitution has been echoed with varying degrees of assertiveness 

for well over two dec•de s. The debate has gained increasing momentum. 

especially in the last few yecrs,. in the contel{t of p:->liticu scenario 

triggerEd off b.y t-he ei~th and ni.nth general elections. The basic 

issues that have been hi<jllighted by the ~ople who h~e been consistently 

st•ting th-.t • second look •t the Constitution is long overdue, c.n be 

cl•ssified under two bro-.d heads. In the first place, independent India' s 

ex~rittnce with puliuentuy desnocracy has failed to effectively mirror 

l 
the aims ~ aspirations of the people. Secondly, the four dec•des of 

the working of Indian democracy has demonstrated an increasing ~ tin 

&luadng - centralization of power inevit.tlly resulting in the stifling 

of local initiative. Such a concentration of power is believec1 to strike 

at the very fountlatians of dem::Jeratic govern~ce. The manner in which 

the federal system hils been functioning is indicative of the hopelessly 

in~equate autonomy enjoyed by the St•te Governments. 2 Thus,. the spotlic;ht 

of t~ttention in ilnY debcte on the structural changes in the Indian political 

system hils invcriably been on the working of the Indian i=arlittmentary 

System on the one hand,. ~d the dynamics of IDdian ~erali!lm on the other. 

The present debate on the prilctic&l utUity of the existing 

constitutional arguments needs to be discussed ag.inst the bcckdrop 

of the severe stresses arxl strains that the Parli&mentary System has 

1. see B.K.Nehru, •A Fre!lh Look at the Constitution•,. Mainstream. 
Vol.XXX,. January 25• 1992,. PP.9-l8. 

2 • Ibic:i, ,_Pl'. ls-16 • -
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been subjected to in the last four decades. A natural fall out has 

been the a:r-parent - even growing - disenchantment in certain sections 

with the parliamentary form of democratic governance. 

The most strident attack on the Farliamentary System has come 

from the peOple who argues that the system has created and perpetuated 

an atmosphere of political instability. 3 'l'he 1989 and 1991 general 

eleCtions of the Lo.ksabha ushered in an era of political instability. 

triggered off by the inconcl,.Isive nature of the electoral verdict. 

Under the Parliamentary System, as it operates in India, the political 

strategies and alliances that emerge in the post-election scenario, 

invariably donot have the stamp of popular approvalo 

But the analyses of the political context of the 1980 1 s revealed 

that it was not the question of political instability which furthered 

the debate on the systemic change rather it was an outcome of the 

misrule of the Congress Party at the Centre. Though it was thought 

to be a "synthetic d ebe:ate" prompted by the ruling congress party, yet 

a nurrber of thinking peOple have dwelt upon this debate. The advoca-

tes of Fresidential System, while expounding on the fo.ilures of the 

present system, have not tried to explain how the system hc!.s fJ.iled 

and where it has failed 41 For them, the 9.1ccess of the Fre sent system 

is negligible vis-a-vis the failure. Xoreover, they were not able 

t-:> project a clear picture about the types of Presidential farm to 

be suitable in Indian Context. 

3. Vasant Sathe, Two Swords in one SCabbard, New DelhiaNib 
Publi sher s, 198 9 1 i' • 9 2. 

4. See The vie-ws o·f H .K.-S<.tr Jeet as inc-C>r""'~-ated in lbid ., pp .• 
151-152 
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However·. it n~:~s to be stressed that the argurrents t:J.~1t: are 

being r:1:1r shalled to defend the Ca:')~ t•Jr a change from th~ Par.l.iamen""Car.y 

system to the Fresidential. on closer scrutiny are not merely limita

t.i.ons of the Fa.r.liEUOOntary form of Gov.ermrent, but the inh.~ent problems 

of d nas::ent democracy. 'l'he aberrations that have been experienced 

in t:-.e functioning of t..'1e :Polity, are the problems that confront any 

democratic politiCal system that is struggling to gain firm roots. 

The crisis that: the Indi.:1n Polity is today grappling with is 

essentially related t'J the attempt to democratize - to a fuller extent 

the f'olitical and Social :Process. Thus, a shift to the Presidential 

System may not nece ssar il y be t~e i'anacea. frJr the systems prOblems., 

Such a change could infact accentuate and higtlten the tensions. ·:rhe 

f'residential System requires stable and vibrant democratic foundations 

and strang democratic values. In lts cibscnce, the f·residential. System 

could well pav~ tr.e way for ¥residenti3.l dictator ship, a trend only 

too obvious in several Afro-Asian nations. By adopting the fresidential 

System we may be unwillingly opening the flocrlgates for chang::, thus 

permitting the inflow -:>f a variety of forces and f·ressures, over which 

we coul:l have little control. 

The s:>l'.lti::m to the prerent crisis l.ies in recognising the 

inherent utilit.y of the l'arliamentary System on the one hdnd, a.."ld 

making the ne<:::ess.:u:y m':xlifications in its w:=~rking- in the light of 

fO' ... u.: dec~de s of e;.:~er ience - on t.he other.. The changes that have 

becorre urg-~ntly ne1;essary a.re t•::~ be sought in five ~heres a 
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\1) initiati~n of major eleetoral ref~rms; (2) reforming our I>arty 

System; \3) ensuring the~ growth of ancirest--ect f~r Parliamentary norms 

and C·.:mventions; {4) strengthening Parliamentary Control over Execu

tive throug.'l the Committ~ System; and {5) developing norms to be 

followed while forming Governments. 5 

1. T.he Pressing need for electoral reforms has been recogniz~ by 

various Folitical Parties, academicians and even by the Slecti~• 

Commission. Unfortunately, little has been dOne in this regard. 

A major lacuna in our electoral system is that the el.ect~ral ver-

diet is not effectively mirrored in the composition of the legisla

ture. Winning an election by Polling the hiQ"lest number of v~tes 

by a candidate, as the present electoral practice ~rmits. resulted 

in an alarming gap between the percentage of votes polled and the 

percentage of seats won by various political parties. 

ln view of this glaring anomalies, there is a pressing need to 

replace the system with a more suitable one. In this regard the 

recommend a ti~m s of the Tarkunde CorrJni ssion for the adoption of the 

•p.artial list System", according to which only candidates securing 

tnore than SO% of votes polled are decl<ired elected, is welcome. 

Another electoral reform that needs to be implemented is to 

rrovide that no candidate can contect. from more than one cons-tituency 

in an electioo. Moreover, the increasing use ~f money and mu~le 

power in the election has grown in an unmanageable prOf;ortion and 

thereby manipulating the electoral verdict in favour of one I·arty 

or the other. And this can be tackled only by reforming our electo-

r al 1 a "'.s. 
.~ 

s. ~..shastri, •Ind1c Const1tutiona ls a Fresh Look R8Uly NecessUy? 
JttunstrM:m __ v~...AXX, May 15,.1992,£-'.lO. 
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2. Reform and revitalization of the Farty Syste.m is indispensable 

t..::> .::my kind of prOposal to strengthen the l'arliamentar y democracy 

in India. r:-. fact, a time has corne to pass a law.r to re9-1late our 

Farty System. First, a Folitical Fart.y sh-ould be registered on 

the basis of its constitution. Second, it should be the legal 

responsibility of every folit:ical Farty to hold its annual elections 

on the basis of its merrber 3-lip. Third, Far ties should reveal their 

sources of funds. 

3. Efforts also need to be maCe to ensure that the right f·arlia-

rrentary norms and conventions evolve and are re~eeted. The 

successful working of the :Parliamentary System largely depends upon 

the capacity o!: the iolitical i'arties to pool their strength and 

ene1.gies to evolve a consensus on the norms and convmtions to be 

observed. A vigilant fublic opinion and alert mass media could also 

play a useful role in ensuring adherence to these conventions. 

4. The effectiveness of the farliamentary System can be considerably 

enhanced by strengthening and streamlining the mechanirois of f.,arlia.. 

~ntary contr·ol over the Executive. The accountability of the 

Executive to the Legislature tooay appears to be remote and hence 

the Chain of farliarrenta.ry Control needs to be revitalized and the 

dynamics of farliamentary Surveil) ance rr.ade operationally .furposive. 

T he merrbeL s of farliament ~ould give SEH·ious thought to the question 

as to whether the creation of r·arliarrenta.ry Committees would help 

in ensuring gx: eater accountability. 
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s. The credibility of the Parliamentary System can a1 g::> be restored 

by developing norms that need to be followed at the time of the 

forrr.ation of Governments. In recent years, we have been witnessing 

a situation wherein a Political I' art-yjalliance forms the Governnent 

with the helr of ''unconditional Support" of other Political Parties. 

The :Political Parties that offer this rupport ~o the ruling Party 

weild enormous authority without any responsibility. That• s "'thy 

a norm needs to be developed that if a Party wishes to offer 

support to a ruling coalition, it must do so by enteri!1g the 

Government and not by supporting it from out side. 

While the ab'J~re mentioned changes are crucial for strengthening 

the farliamentary System and restoring :Public confidence in the suita

bility of the system for Irrlia, corresponding adjustments also need to 

be made in the working of the federal system. 

The fedez.al arrangement that was being envisaged by the Cons

titution created a federation with a strong centre. Even while tilting 

the power equation in favour of the Centre the constitution provided 

for speCific areas of influence ond operation for both the centre 

and the states. However, an increased degree of centralization has 

been exp!!rienced in the working of the federal system during the last 

four decades. The working of the Indian political system, the attitudes 

of the poli~ic:ill leaders, e spec:iall y those who weilded power at the 

Centre and the stark realities of lndian politics, have all contributed 

to the process of over centrali~ation. A natural by-proouct of this 

development has been the increaJlin_g demand f.:lr state aut·::lnomy. 
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Tensions in federal relations have basically been caused by 

the manner in which the Central Government has misused its authority • 

The :f·oliticization of the Governor• s office, the blatant misu~ of 

Art.icle 356 and the increasing dependenc-e of the states on the Centre 

in the financial sphere have all hi<j)tened the tensions. 

What the system today needs is a retQL'n to and acceptance of 

the federal spirit as enshrined in the constitutiono Attention also 

needs to be focussed on the recommendations made by the Sarkaria 

Commission. These recommendations, if implemented in letter and spirit, 

would help humQlise the relations between the centre and the states • 

The l.nter :it ate Cotn:il could play a pioneering role in ~ffectin1 har-

mony in federal relations. 

Any at tem~t to initiate the fundamental changes in the 'folitical 

Structure by initiating major amendments in the Constitution, ap:pears 

to be neither practical nor feasible in the pre sent political context • 

the l'olitical System back on the right track, it 

imperative that the reasons for the deviation be clearly identified~ 

What the system needs today is the sincere imJ:,:lementat ion of certain 

ref·:>rms within the franework of the l'resent Constitution. l'he l'olitical 

Structures and institutions created by the constitutions have not lost 

their relevi:inCe today. The fault obvi::>usly lies in the manner theJ;,e 

institutions were ITidnipuJ.ated for fetty l'olitical ends. 
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A fresh look at the Constitution, if at all necessary, mould 

only .be to remind those who operat~ the system of the rationale. 1-:>gic 

and philosophy that guided the Constit'.ltion makers in creating these 

Folitical structures. A stuructural remedy can never be a solution 

for problems created by operational incompetence~ 
'i' 



AnENPICES 
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~Pl'ENDIX - I 

a) hce;pts f;can Nebru 'a Speec'b in the Constituent Aeeerp,bly on 

the B~nrt nf tbe Princ~le of the Uttion Constitution: 

(21 JUly 1947), C .A .D •, vol.lV, pp. 713-14~ 

Now Sir, one thing we have to decide at the very beginning is what 

should be the kind of governmental structure, whether it is one 

system where there iS ministerial reSponsibility or whether it is 

the Presidential syatan as prevails in the United States of America; 

many members possibly at firat s:ight might object to this indirect 

election and may prefer an election by adUlt suffrage. We have 

given anxious thought to this matter and we came to the V6ry definite 

conclUSion that it would not be desirable, first because we want to 

anpha.aize the miniSterial character of the Goverrment that power 

really resided in the Ministry and in the LegiSlature and not in the 

President as such. At the same t1me we did not want to make the 

President just a mere figure-head like the French President. We did 

not give him any real power but we have made biB position one of 

great authority and dignity. You will notice fran thiS draft Consti

tution that he is also to be Commander-in-chief of the Defence Forces 

just as the .American President is. Now, therefore, if we bad an 

election by adult franchiSe and yet did not give him any real powers, 

it might become Slightly anomalous and there might be just extra

ordinary expense of t:!me and energy and money without any adequate 

result. Personally, I am en-tirely agreeabl:e to the. d:emocratic-
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procedure and I greatly fear that if we have a wide scale waatinf 

of the time, we might have no time left for doing anything else 

except preparing for the elections and having elections. We have 

got eno11gh elections for the Constitution~ We sba.J.l have el.ections 

on aduJ.t franchise basis for the Pederal Legislature. Now 1! you 

add to that an enormous Presidential election in which every adUlt 

votes 1n the whole of India, that will be a trenendous affair. 

In fact even financially it wi11 be difficult to carry out and 

otherwise al.So it will upset moat activities for a great part of the 

year. The American Presidential election actually stops many acti

vities for many many months. Now it 1B not for me to criticise the 

America.n system or any other system'. Each country evolves the 

system of its choice. I do think that while there are virtues 1n 

American systan, there are great defects in that syetan. I am not 

concerned .with the United States of America. I am concerned with 

India at present and I am quite convinced in my mind tUit if we try 

to adopt tbl t here, we shall prevent the development of any minis

terial form of Government and we shall waste tranendous amount of 

t 1m e and energy. 

b) Excepts !rom Dr. B,R, Ambed)rn,r's Sl)eech :in the Constituent 

A.ssmbly QD the mptipn on the ;p;cat Constitution ~ounding 

the difference between the fresidentiAl and Cab;l.net Syettps. 

(4 Jiovanber 1948, C .A .D •, Vol. VII, pp a32-33· 

"In the Draft Constitution there is placed at the head of the Indian 

Union a functionary who ia called the President of the Union: 'l'he 

tit~e o! tllis functionary rm&lnda one o-t the President of the Uni-ted 

States. Btlt beyond identity of naoes there is nothing in eoomon 
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between the forms of Government prevalent in America and the form 

of Government proposed under the Draft Constitution. The American 

form of Government is called the Presidential Systen of Government. 

WJ::e. t the Draft Constitution proposes 1.8 the Parliamentary systm!'~· 

The two are fundamentally different. 

Under the Presidential systan of America, the President is 

the Chief bead of the Executive. The administration is vested in 

him. Under the Draft Constitution the President occupies the same 

position as the King under the English Constitution. He is the bead 

of the State but not of the Executive. He represents the Nation but 

does not rUle the :r.ation. He iB the s:ymbol of the nation. His place 

1n the administration 1a that of a ceranonial device on a seal by 

which the nation •a decisions are made known. Under the American 

Constitution the President bas under h:im Secretaries in clarge of 

different Departments. In like manner the President of the Indian 

Union will have under hm Ministers in cblrge of different Depart

menta of administration. Here a.ga1n there iB a fundamental diffe

rence the two. The President of the United States is not bound to 

accept any advice tendered to him by any of his Secretaries. The 

President of the Indian Union will be generally bound by the advice 

of his MiniSter. He can do nothillg contrary to their advice nor can 

be do any thing without their advice. The President of the United 

Statea can dismiss any Secretary at any t:2me. 'rhe President of the 

Ind:ian Union has no power to do so so long ae his Ministers command 

a majority in Parliament •' 
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The Presidential systan of America is based upon the separation 

of the Executive and the Legislature. So that the President and hiS 

Secretaries cannot be manbere of the Congress. The Draft Constitution 

does not recognise this doctrine. The MiniSters under the Indian 

Union are manbers of Parliament'• Only oembers of Parliament can become 

MiniSters~ Ministers have the same rights as other members of Parlia

ment. namely. that they can sit 1n Parliament, take part in debates 

and vote in its proceedings. Both systEms of Government are of course 

democratic and the choice between the two is not very easy. A democra

tic executive must satiSfy two conditions - (1) It must be a stable 

executive and (2) it must be responsible executive. Urtfort~ately 

it bas not been possible so tar to devise e. systEm whicb can ensure 

both in equal degree. You can bave a systan which can give you 

more atabUity but less responsibUi ty or you can have a systan which 

gives you more responsibil.ity but less stabUity. The American and 

the Swiss systans give more stability but less responsibility. The 

British systan on the other band gives you more responsibility but 

less stabUity. The reason for this is obvious. The American 

Executive iS a non-Parliamentary Executive which means that it is 

not dependent for its existence upon a majority 1n the Congress, 

while the BritiSh systan is a Parliamentary Executive which mea.ne 

that it 1S dependent upon a majority in Parliament. Being a. Non

Parliamentary Executive, the Congress of the United States cannot 

diSmiss the Executive. A J>arliamenta.ry Government must res18n the 

moment it loses the confidence of a. majority of the members of 

Parliament. looking at it from a point of view of reaponsibUity, 

a non~a.:rliamentary Executive being independent of Parliament tends 

to be leas responsible to th9 Legislature, while a Parliamentar,v 
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Executive being more dP.pendent upon a. majority in Parliament beccxnes 

more responsible. The Parliamentary system differs from a non~arlia

mentary systan in as much as the former is more responsible tha.n the 

latter but they also differ as to the t:1m-e and ag-ency for assessment 

of their responsibility. Under the non-Parliamentary system, SUCh 

as the one that exists in the u.s .A., the assessment of the responsi

bllity of the Executive iS periodic. It takes place once in two 

years. It is done by the Electorate. In England, where the Parlia

mentary system prevails, the assessment of _responsibllity of the 

Executive i.e both daily and periodic. The daily assesement is done 

by manbers of Parliament, through questions, Resolutions, Non""'Con:fi

denc e motions, Adjournment motions and Debates on Addresses·;' Periodic 

assessmeX)t is done by the Electorate a.t the tjme of the election 

which may take place eve-ry five yee.rs or ea.rlier. The Daily assess

ment of responsibilitJ' which :is not avaUable under the American· 

system iS it 1a felt far more necessary in a country like India. 

The Draft Constitution in recanmendi:lg the Parliamentary systen of 

Executive has preferred more reSponsibility to more stability"·.· 
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Ai'PiNDIX - 1! 

Text of the document in favour of a presidential form of 

regime, which circul&ted within the Con9t'ess Party during the Emer

giJncy., Publillhed by •Munstreul', New Delhi., Vol.14, no.la, 3.1.1976, 

pp~ 7-9. 

The preaent system of ~nment, most will agt"ee. has not ooma 

upto the eJq::eetation of the canm::m miln :>f our country. some vui.tion 

is, therefore, warranted in 1he licjlt of the experience of the working 

of ciemocraey in our country during the past twentY-five ytMr •• 

The ~ttern, consequently, may have to be changed if the ide«l 

of development of the common man, socially, educ~ionally• culturally 

ilnd economiculy within the frilmWork of democracy is to be achieved. 

Towuds this end, ~ong other thin9s., the unobstructed working of the 

executive, in the interest of the peOple within the fUll }:eriod of the 

mUldilte that they give to the executive «t the time of the free <i.nd 

f«ir elections. must be ensured1 so that the nation' s Chief EJCeeutive 

Officer ~uts the requisite authority to the fullest use Of the niltion 

without let or hincb:ance. fear or favour, according to his wisiOme end 

con s::i~nce. 

The time of the Chief !xecutive !hould not be &l.lowed to be 

frittered aw.ay in fruitless debate and discussion and in attendin9 

to compcratively less important matters i.t the expense of major ~ 
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vi t~ deci eion s affecting the peOple a.s il whole, both ilt the niltioniU 

4Uld .U sO at the interniltioniU level. Hilving Obtilined, thuefore, the 

mandate of the ~Ople, and having been consequently clothed with the 

necessary powers and ilUthority. all the tinte th.rt iB at his dispoSill, 

is the property of the natiOl'l to whose service it DUst be fully devoted. 

Following ue some of the Suggestions to cc:hieve the above 

ci)jective a 

1. The Presicent should be the Chief Executive of the Niltion, es in 

the USA, but whereas in the USA the President is elected by those 

elected-that is, by electors-by each St«te for the purpose {and 

hence indirect election to soue extent), our Constitution should 

provide election of our President directly by voters at the tim!! 

of Parliasnenta.ry pollJ two boxe.s to be provided - one for a Lok S~ha 

c&ndidate illld one for a Presi.Clentiill Cilndid.ate. The term of office of 

the Pres1d eot should be six year a. Thus, our Chi~£ Executive will get 

elected by tens of millions of voters. 

11. The Vice-President should &laO be elected for six year., but in 

the IDiUlner as our President is today elected. that is, by MPs and 

MLAe. Such wider electorat~thou<jl indirect-1e necessary even in 

the case of the Vice-Preeiclent because, it is he who has to t•ke 

over the functions of the President, inc ilSe of mid-term vtteancy 

in the Presidency. Besides, he mily exercise illl pOtJera and autho... 

rity &s may be deleg&ted to him by the President from time to time. 

lil.Tl'- term of the L-olt S;abh& abtl.l be for six year-. .0 cr extensive 

vi th tho Pre aid en t «. nd. the V ice-l're si4en t. 
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IV. Since our President is thus elected by a popular direct m.i.ndate, 

he should, in the scheme of things, enjoy more authority end 

powers than even the US President o 

V. The President sh-.11 appoint • Chair~n and other menbers oft he 

Council of Ministers, huf Of· whom shall be the menbers of 

k'arliament. B:ach Minister will be placed by the President in 

chuge of one or more portfolios. l'he Council of Ministers sh~ll 

be responsible and account.Wle to the ~resident. The Chairman of 

the Council will preside ov-er the rreetings of the Cabinet unless 

the President aunmons a meeting in which ca~ the President will 

preside. 

Vl. The Vice-.fre sident will preside over the R•jya Scbha. l'he Lok 

S&bhil llill elect the Speaker from among its Merrber s. The Speilker 

will preside the meetings of the Lok S<Abha. 

VII. The President c•n thus establish a liaison with the Legislature1 

41.nd unlike in tM USA, the Legislature will not be too indep!ndent 

of the ixecutiveo 

•svery Minister and the Attorney-General of II¥lia shllll have 

the ri<jit to speak in, e.nd otherwise to take part in the proceed

in<Js of eith~ House, any joint Sitting of the Houses, md •ny 

committee of J.larliament of which he m.y be named a Mll!!nber., but 

shall not bY virtue of this Article be entitled to vote." 
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VIII. The President, in consultati·on with the Council of Minister, shall 

milke ~1 appointments of the Justices (Judges shall be so desig

n•teci) of the Suprema Court including its Chief ~:rustice. The 

tt.ppointments of the Judges (not Justice) of the High Courts inclu

ding their Chief Judges (not Justice) of the High Courts including 

their Chief Judges (not Chief Justices ue there shOUld be only 

one Chief Justice) shall be ~e by the PresidEnt in consulttt.tion 

with the Council of Ministers of the Sttt.tes cOncerned. All the 

powers that ..re exercised by the 'liS President .00 illl those t odtt.y 

exercise:l by the Union Cilbinet will be exercised by the President. 

The President mtly, however, consult the Council of Ministers in 

such mtltter s ilOO in SlCh milnner ils he InilY deem fit. 

IX. The Ministers who tt.re Ment>ers of Puliament ctt.n inititt.te my 

legisl•tion including Money Bills and the Constitutional Amend

ments. The business in the House will be trtt.nsacte::I •s todtt.y 

and the Churman of the Council of Ministers c•n, on behu f of the 

President, inform the Houses on the tt.ffa.irs of the Sttt.te. The 

President may, once in every ye.r, give to the Joint Sessi·:>n of 

Ptt.rli•rrent information of the state of the Union. 

x. Xhere sh&ll be il Superior Council of Judiciary. The President 

sht1ll be the Ch•irmiln of the Superior Council of the J~iciu-y with 

the Chief Justice of India ils its first Vice..Chairtniln ilnd the 

Minister for Lilw •u¥l Justice ilS the second Vice-Chairt1'14ltle All 

~ministra.tive mtltters in the Judiciu field shall be decided 
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by this Council. Besides the Chairman and the two Vice-Chairmcm, 

this Council will consist of two Justices of the Supreme Court 

to be elected by all the Justices of the Supreme Court by secret 

ballot from among th_ems_eLves and two Chief .Jud.ge.s frOm among the 

various State Hi9L Courts to be elected by secret ballot by &11 

the Chief Jud gt!s; four per sons to be electei by Parliament in 

manner pres::ribed by law: and four per sons to be nominated by the 

President. Besides the ex-officio members, the term of other 

elected merrbers shul be for six y~s. The President by virtue 

of his office as the Chairman of the Superior Council of the 

Judiciary can punish far· his own contempt. Besides deciding 

&dministrative m&tters pertaining to Judiciary, this Council or its 

Corrmittee for the purpose shall be deerred to be the authority to 

interpret l•ws and the Constitution; as also to deter trJ.ne the 

validity of &ny 1 egi slat ion. The decision given by this Authority 

shall be final 4md binding on all CC)urts. Thus the Court• s juris

diction to decide these m~t&s is automatically taken a.way. The 

Supreme Council or a Cormd.ttee thereof. &ppointed for the purpose. 

will review the conduct of the Justices and the Judges of the 

Hicj1 Courts and may recommend removal or even dismissal of any 

of the Judges/Justices to the fresident. It will review the 

performi.nce of Jl..ld ges. It will .ll. so hear cOmplaints •gainst 

Justices arrl the Judges or shall suo moto inquire. The council 

or its Committee will ensure the discirline of these Judges, 

their independence and the adrninistr•tion of the Courts". 
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XI. Thus. our ¥resident shOUld be a.rmeJ with a.ll the necessary powers 

:---\ 
I 

o-

a.nd authority. Even thou~ the French President under the 1946 

Constitution is not directly elected by the peOple, he enjoys 

grea.t powers and even his a.ppointee~the Council of Ministe-rs too 

enjoy con sid er iibl e power s. 
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Afl'E:N.OIX - ill 

Why not a F~ime Minister elected by the People ? trarlia.rrentary Demo-

cr ac y a ec on sid er_ed_. 

Rajni Patel 
Fresident. B~ay ~ .c .c. 

~ublished in SOCiii.list Indiil, Vol.l2, 27.3.1976• PP. 10-12. 

From the time of recorded history Indi• has had a tradition 

of sOme form of democracy. Even under absolute kings or emperors of 

ancient dynastiP-s, there was great concern for p<>J:ular wishes and 

popular inter est s, and respect for public opinion .00 public guidance. 

The administration was carried out by • Council of Ministers and a 

body of ~visers. Republics also flourished in this land from tine 

of Manu. 

From Manu to Kautilya through the Budhi~ era, those in ch.u-ge 

of governance were enjoined to associii.te public opinion and intere!!5'ts 

in the conduct of national affairs. The Peeple' s interests were 

paramount. Even during the Mo'cj4ul era, the emperors wise-ly kept public 

welfare as their Frime concern iUld offered the fullest opportuniti~s 

to their hurrblest subjects for the redressal of wrongs. 

All this was in addition to the wides:t:re«d democratic institu-

tions that prev•iled at the village and gr:assroots level and continued 

right down to recent times. 
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western Democracy 

.. 
• 

It is fashion«le to belittle this demoratic tradition by applying 

the yard sticks of mooern Western d-emocracies. Western democracy is not 

the last word on the subject nor is it something which appeared suo moto. 

It was the ingrained democret.tic tradition in our peoples through 

their long history that made our great leaders lay stress on democracy 

during our liberation struggle. For, both these had been denied to us 

during the two centuries of coloni«l rule• British rule destroyed the 

popular democratic institutions that still fl~urished at the grassroots. 

And yet, the com~ul sions of the freedom struggle forced the British to 

reintrcduce some representative institutions in the country. By the 

Government of IIXiia Act of 1919, they projected • a filint picture of an 

enfeebled parli&mentary system. But at the !Mlme tine, they tried to 

divide the Indian people on comnunal lines". 

Out of the ~position Of leaders like C.lt.O•s to this mischief 

imFlied in the accent on conrrunalism grew our emphasis on secularism. 

Very soon, secularism became one of the great foundations of the struggle 

for freedom led by the Indi•m Niltional Congress. 

The Motilill Nehru ComR'Ii.ttee Report of 1928 w•s the first attempt 

by the Inciian people to frame a Constitution for free India. The Nehru 

report fully reflect.ed a desire for the parliamentary democratic system. 
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~he Government of India Act of 1935 accepted the principle of a 

federal. structure and a parliamentary system at the provincial level 

but the Congress denounced this Act on the ground that it did not repre

sent the will of the people and that it was meant to facilitate and 

perpetuate the exploitation of the peOple of :India. 

P4Uldit Jawaharlal Nehru called far il Constituent Assembly elected 

on the basis of adult fr~chise to draft a new Constitution for India. 

In 1938, the Congress under Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose, raised 

the demiind for a Constitution framed by the Constituent Assenbly. 

Even the historic "Quit India" resolution of Aug.1st a. 1942 

reiterated the demand that the provisional government frame a schene 

far a Constit\lent Assermly, "which wlll prepare a Constitution accep.

table to all ~tiona of the people.• This constitution, the resolution 

41Cldeci, "should be a federal one 'with th~ largest measures of autonomy 
.. 

for the federating_ unit&• 

When freedom came, we set ourselves the task of for111Ul.ating our 

ovn d emo::r at ic Con st 1 tu ti on. 

rhe hopes am aspirations of the lndi~ people were reflectea 

in the Objectives resolution move:i in the Constituent AsseDbly, by 

Jaw&hul&l. Nehr~. The resoll.ltion declared ita "firm and soletm resolve 

to proclaim lnclia - an independ-ent soverei<;Jl'l Republic" wherein • &ll 
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power &nd authority of the sove.rei~, independent Indi~, its constituent 

pcrts and organs of government ilre derived from the people and wherein 

shilll be Q'.J.Uanteed ~ secure:l to all the people of India, justice, 

scx:ial, economic and politicu, equality of status arrl opportunity be

fore the l&w, freedom of thou<jlt, expression belief, faith, worship. 

voc&tion, &ssociation •md action, subject to law v.nd public mcrality 

and wherein adequ•te !Mfeguards shul be provided for minorities, back

~d and tribal c.reas arrl depressed arrl other backw.rd classes.• 

All these sentiments were crystulised in the Constitution the 

people of India gave themselves in 1950. True, in it, we had borrowed 

IDill'.ly ideas from countries whi,·h had created their own democratic 

institutions. 

Over the last 25 years as we develop!d politically and socially, 

some of ·the dem:x:r&tic institutions we had created showed signs of 

stress and strain. We realised that sOme Of them COuld not st&nd the 

test of time or experience • 

Our Constitution had adoptEd the federal structure to fUlfil 

the aspirations of the peOple of this vast land, with different l.ancpa

ges, uneven economic development, different life-styles and levels 

of cultural ilttainments. 
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To roilintain unity in this wiae diversity and to secure territori~l 

integrity, a strong :;entre was abs;::>lutely essenti.al and theref::lre~ the 

Constitution opti!O for a strong Centre with residuary pcwers in the 

Centr.I. List. It specificcl.ly made provisions to convert the feder<i.l 

structure into an almost unitary f:::>rm in times of emergency. 

imergenc_y I-rovision§ 

In preference to a presidential form of ~ernment, • cabinet 

form of government was adopted. This ensured .i. strong Centre. 

A Concomit~t of the fe:leral structure was an irdependent judici

ary. The Constitution created the Supreme Court at the Centre and the 

Hicjl Courts in the States and ensured constitutional irtm.~nity to the 

judges. It was expected that the 1 ~gi. slature, the executive and tl"e 

judiciary wOUld work in harmony to attain the ideals enshrined in the 

Con st 1 t ut 1 on. 

Some of the institutions we crea td in the fond hope that they 

would beCOme models of democratic functioning belied our expectations and 

turned :::>ut to be forums where sometimes democratically elected merlber s 

showed little concern for the peOple's ~rOblems <Uld aspirations e 

Luckily, the founding fathers of the Constitution, aware of the 

likely growth of de- stabilising forces in the developing cow1tries like 

ours had made special provisions in the :onstitution to meet any Errerge:lcy 

&risinQ out of wc.r of inter.nel disturbances. 
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It hild been part off the hot and cold war str.ategy to promote 

internal. disturbances in a country considered hostile :Jr neutral. 

&mergency provisions under the Constitution took not of this new threat. 

Four aggressions on India, communal riots and vax ious int&nal di stur-

bances proved the wislom of the founding fathers. 

The success of the parliamentary system in Indi•, by itself. 

created forces bent on subverting it. In the process of rendering 

justice to the vast masses, some of the vested interests were hurt. 

They joined hands with cOmrtUnal illnd fascist forces to create chaos and 

confusion. 

Frustrated in their attempts to reverse the march of the Indian 

people towc.rd s democratic socialism. they ilbandoned the part of democ-

racy. Various f•ctor s brouc;jlt cbout a situation where em ·Jrganised .and 

voc.! minority almost held the majority to ransom and thwartel the 

proper functioning of our democr-.tic institutions. Fe<>ple who were 

not even ment>er s of such institutions were subj~ted to •11 kinds of 

indignities. insinuations, char-.cter asscssin•tion, physical assaults 

and thre•t s of liquidation. 

The milllfunctioning of ruch institutions revealed ho•"' inadequate 

they were and str esse!d the need for their overhaul and refashioning. 

After the historic split in the Congress in 1969 iUld the r:Jut 

of the Gr&nd Alliance in the 1971 elections, the opposition set ilbou-t; 
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destroying democracy, bit by bit, S·tate by Stete. The irresponsible 

opJ:-Osition, instead of helping the government «I'd the netion to tide 

over the difficulties that came in the aftermath of the Bangl~eeah war 

and the seriou.s famines, drou~t s ~ux:1 flood-s that ravaged severcl r•rt s 

~f the country, tried to create more confusion and to demoralise the 

people. 

A cempai~ of false propag&nda in 'Which the Freas, controlled by 

the big. business orgenisations took pert, was leunched. Freedom of 

expre!!sion wes misused on • s::•le never seen anywhere in the world. 

Frequent strikes, e.ccOnllJained by violence were triggered off e.t the 

slic;:tlte6t pretext. The gocd of the working class and the welfue of 

the common people were discarded, in a bid to seize power et any cost. 

There were threats to paralyse the working of Farliament and State 

Legislatures. State legislators themselves were forcibly made to resig1 

on pain of persone.l violence or murder. A prograrrme of so c<i..lled tot.! 

revolution w•s launched in a bid to sound the death knell of democracy. 

The climax came when the unscrupulous Opposition openly called upon the 

umed forces to rrutiny. 

t\1.1 this led the people to esk themselves if the system imd the 

institutions we h.O fashioned needed to be changed to fulfil the • sp~r-.. 

tions of the peOple and to •ttain • f•stel r&te of economic pro~ess, 

particul.arly for the weaker and vulnerable sections of society. 

Timely Meil sure§ 

It was clear thilt the or~nised minority holding the tr4jar1ty 
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to ransom was challenging the very right of the majority to a decent 

life. free from went and penury. History has tt~.ught us how il we.a.k 

democratic •ystem was undermined by an organisEd minority to usher in 

fascism and totalitari4lllisu. 

Such a development was prevented in lndi• by the timely and 

stern measures adopted by Shrirnii.ti Indira Gcndhi. The entire democratic 

system hcs been subjected to discipline. which it had l•cked all ~ong. 

Ti~y •ction has prevented democrecy from degenereting into licence 

and disorder. 

A series of measures were taken since June 26 l•st to ensure 

tht~.t the democratic framework is not subjected to misuse or distort.ions, 

or to deny social t~.nd economic justice to the peOple. 

Social ~ economic justice continues to be the touchstone of 

any move to •mend or alter the Constitution. Such ame11dment ue not 

based on ~street t~.ctions but dictated by experiences in the worldn9 

of the system over the lilst two and • half d ec•des. 

The constitution•l ilmendment s pushed throu<j'l recently hilve not 

been aimecl at weakening the judiciuy. nor of making it ineffective. 

By her courage. calm. and resoluteness. Shrimati Indira Gandhi 

reecued democrccy. saved secula.rian ilnd ensu.rfd socicalist advancement, 

the fund tlment ill bases of our id e-.1 s. 
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Need for ChanC@s 

The crucial question today is whether when we talk of parliamentary 

· democracy we are necessarily wedde<i and behold~ to the Westminister 

mode~. There is. to my nind. nothing sacrosanct about it that it should 

apply blindly to our ethos and genius .and the traditions handed down to 

us by our own history. The Congress has affirmed that we would hold 

nothing sacrosanct if it went against the aspirations and ide·ull of the 

Indian people. 

What we seek to attain today is democr•cy which ensures the 

freedom of the individual. and his society which together 9-1a.rantee him 

equality and justice in all its wide-ranging forms. He nust be assured 

security. order and orderly ~owth by which he may fulfil his and the 

natiorfs greatness •ul<i destiny. The type of democracy we ultimately 

f•shion nust ensure that good government means not only of the constitu

ents but even more import«ntly of the Centre. A country of our size .nd 

complexity c-.nnot be held by arbitr.ry force-the participation of the 

people throucjl democr•tic means is ineocapable. At the same time it 

is a1 so 1mrviteble that there should be a strong Centre to ensure the 

unity and integrity of the country. It is absolutely necesSU"y thilt 

forces of disintegriltion. secession and destoi.bilisation ere s::;tua.rely 

met. Therefore. it is now for us to devise a system by which while 

there is the widest popular and democr•tic pa.rticip•tion there is •lso 

a strong ;mel confident central •uthority thrown up by the peOple. 

Seen in this perspective. changes in the existing constitutional 

system, to make it tesponsive to the chall elges of the time and reflect 

the true ideals Of Q.lr people are imV!rativeo 
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V-.rious suggestions have been mooted to make the system stronger. 

Among them one that deserves to be studied in detail and debated is the 

institution of Prime Minister elected by the popular vote. This will 

strengthen the htnd s of the chief executive enabling him or her t·o 

exercise authority without the vexation of pulls and pressures that a 

Prime Minister elected indirectly is subjected to. ·A popululy elected 

rrime Minister will also be more responsive to his or her constituents 

and be in closer touch with them. This suggestion, however, has its own 

draw backs- One has to C·~sider a possible situation where a Prime 

Minister belongs t~ one party while the parliamentuy majority rests 

with another. This wOUld lead to clashes and conflicts that wOUld. 

hamper the smooth functi:ming of the Government. 

There is another aspect that needs very careful study- Serre 

rre.asures have been taken lately to restrict the powers of review by 

judici&ry. Judicial review has sOmetimes been found to be a roild 

block instances when social welfare measures were mooted. For example. 

the wide exercise of granting injunctions has halted or delayed the 

implementation of social welfare legislation like &nd ceiling, land 

distribution and the curbing of srruggling and other anti-social 

<lilCtivitie s. Since the judicial system is such the Courts were bound to 

exercise their powers of review. The time has no-.... come to restrict 

or to do cway with the p~rs of judici-.1 review, as is the case in 

France e.oo Engl.md 0 
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It must also be ensured that Courts• time should not be taken 

ut: in •djudic-.ting upon service matters which can well be entrusted to 

speci.al tribu.n•ls. This would relieve pressure on courts to help speedier 

disposal of other ccses. 

The :Prime Minister has time and ag-.in •sserted that ..-ny constitu

tional reforms x •merrlments would be undert«ken only «fter thefullest 

opportunity is given to every section of society to express its views. 

It is the inborn democrctic tradition that is imr.lied in this 

«ssertion «nd l am confident that «ny ch«nges in the existing system 

will cone about only if it is for the gocxl of the l«rgest number of 

people ~d al sa. only by their will and consent. 
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